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Type in this address and instantly find yourself at

considered the premier online address of the legal

the center of the online legal universe. From this single

profession. Or call

address, you can network with colleagues and connect
with prospective clients.

1-800-762-5272.

West Group is working closely with the Utah State Bar
to present a series of technology-oriented CLE seminars.

Lawoffce.com'" from West Legal Directory":
Visit just once and you'll quickly see why it's already

Utah State Bar members also receive a 10% discount
on all firm Web sites. Call today for details about
both programs!
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letter to the fditor '
Dear Editor:
At the last Bar Commission meeting, two members of the task
force charged with examining

mend that the Minority Bar and the Young Lawyers Division"

election of Bar Commissioners

maintain their ex offcio seats, with other ex offcio members

The task force

placed on an "advisory committee." WLU believes the Commis-

and the President reported to the Commission.
mentioned that they would also recommend

abolishment of the

ex offcio members and one of the public members of the
Commission, because the Commission is "unwieldy." This rec-

sion should reject this.proposal as well. '

An "advisory committee" 'without official status as a Commissiori

Member cannot bring the meaningful interaction that comès

ommendation came as a complete surprise to Women Lawyers
with ex offcio

membership. Members of the Bar are welcome

to sit in on Bar

Commission meetings; relegating

of Utah (WLU), one of nine ex offcio members.
WLU believes that the Commission should not adopt this recom-

mendation, made without input from the affected groups or

more than

public comment.

all members of the Bar already have.

The Bar created ex offcio memberships to ensure that groups

Women comprise less than 20% of the Bar, and stil confront

traditionally un4er-represented in the power structure of the

discrimination and diffcult choices not faced by others. More-

Bar be included in the deliberative process. That decision

over, while a few individual women have won election to the
Commission, as a group

women remain under-represented at

the top of the profession. Having even a non-voting seat on the
Commission provides an opportunity to listen and be heard that

would not otherwise exist.
II

the ex offcio

members to an advisory committee would give them nothing

should not be reversed without appropriate input and thoughtful deliberation, and for a better reason than the size of the
commission.
Sincerely, ,

The Board of Directors

WLU understands that Bar President Charles Brown wil recom-

Women Lawyers of Utah

The Utah Bar Journal
i

Published by 11e Uta State Bar

l

645 South 200 East · Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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Letters Submission Guidelines:

t

by the author

Commissioners or any employee of the Utah State Bar to civi or
criminal
liabilty.

have more than one letter to the editor pub-

6. No letter shall be published which advocates or opposes a par-

1. Letters shal be typewritten, double spaced, signed
and shall not exceed

2, No one person shal

300 words in length.

lished every six months.

3. All letters submitted for publication shall be addressed to Editor,
Utah BarJournal and shall be delivered to the offce of the Utah
State Bar at least six weeks prior to publication.
4. Letters shal be published in the order in which they are received

for each publication period, except that priority shal be given to
the publication of letters which reflect contrasting or opposing
viewpoints on the same subject.

ticular candidacy fora political or judicial offce or which
contains a solicitation or advertisement for a commercial or
business purpose.

7. Except as otherwise expressly set forth herein, the acceptance for
publication of letters to the Editor shal be made without regard
to the identity of the author. Letters accepted for publication shall
not be edited or condensed by the Utah State Bar, other than as
may be necessaiy to meet these guidelines.
8. The Editor, or his. or her designee, shall promptly notify the

5. No letter shall be published which (a) contains defamatory 01"

Conduct,
, or (c) otherwise may subj ect the Utah State Bar, the Board of Bar

author of each letter if and when a letter is rejected.

obscene material, (b) violates the Rules of Professional

Interested in writing an article

Cover Art
Members of the Utah State Bar who are interested in having their
photographs of Utah scenes published on the cover of the Utah Bar
Journal should contact Randall 1. Romrell, Esq, Regence
BlueCross BlueShieldof Utah, 2890 East Cottonwood ParkWay,
Mai Stop E70, Salt Lake City, Utah

84121, (801) 333-5691. Send

a print, transparency, Or slide of each scene, you want to be con~
sidered. 1fyou would like your photograph returned, enclose a

for the Bar Journal?
The Editor of the Utah Bal'Journal wants to hear about the topics and issues readers think should be covered in the magazine.
If you have an article idea or would be interested in writing on a
.' particular topic, contact the Editor at 532-123401 write Utah Bar
Journal, 645 South 200 East,

self-addressed, stamped envelope.'

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.

SEEKIN'G QUALIFIED EXPERT
WITNESS SERVICES???
INTRACORP has an experienced staff which provides attorneys with case resolution in:

· Personal Injuries

· Malpractice

· Worker's Compensation

· Automobile

· Divorce

· Product Liability

· ADA Discrimination

· Sexual Discrimination

· Wrongful Termination

· Racial Discrimination

Call Heidi Record at (800) 695-0926 or (801) 265-8120 for more information.
Our seasoned team is here to help you.

INTRACORP

5295 SOUTH 320 WEST · SUITE 285 · MURRAY, UTAH 84107
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Submission of Articlesfor the Utah Bar Journal
The Utah Bar Journal encourages Bar members to submit arti-

4. Content: Articles should address the Bar Journal audience,

cles for publication. The following are a few guidelines for

which is composed primarily of licensed Bar members. The
broader the appeal of your article, the better. Nevertheless, the

preparing your submission.

1. Length: The editorial staff prefers articles having no more

than 3,000 words. If you cannot reduce your article to that
length, consider dividing it into a "Part 1" and "Part 2" for pub-

i I

editorial staff sometimes considers articles on narrower topics.

if you are in doubt about the suitabilty of your article for publication, the editorial staff invites you to submit it for evaluation.

lication in successive issues.

5. Editing: Any article submitted to the Bar Journal may be

2. Format: Submit a hard copy and an electronic copy in

edited for citation style, length, grammar, and punctuation. Con-

\i

tent is the author's responsibility-the editorial staff merely

Microsoft Word or WordPerfect format.

determines whether the article should be published.

3. Endnotes: Articles may have endnotes, but the editorial staf
discourages their use. The Bar Journal is not a Law Review, and

6. Citation Format: All citations should at least attempt to follow

The Bluebook format.

the staff seeks articles of practical interest to attorneys and
members of the bench. Subjects requiring substantial notes
to convey their content may be more suitable for another

ment. Photographs are discouraged, but may be submitted and

publication.

wil be considered.for use, depending on available space.

7. Authors: Submit a sentence identifing your place of employ-

I
i
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for Lawsuits & Litigation
We provide non-recourse interim

financing to plaintiffs and trial
lawyers who need money while they

pursue litigation. When your lawsuit
is settled in your favor, we are repaid
from the settlement. If you lose, you

are required to pay us nothing.

FUTURE FUNDING OF UTAH, INC. · 888-955-2274

P.O. Box 526093-. Salt Lake City, Utah 84152-6093
Fax: 800-783-5542 · FFU(Qureach.com
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The President's Message

The Future of Our Profession:

The Impact of MDPs and E-Commerce
by Charles R. Brown

In previous President's Messages I have mentioned the ABA

E-Commerce wil have an even greater impact on our profes-

sponsored "Seize the Future" Conference. Recent events confrm

sion. The ability of clients to pursue solutions to legal problems

the importance of the issues discussed at that conference. In

in cyberspace has the potential to substantially reduce or, in

November of 1999 the Big 5 accounting firm of Ernst & Young

some cases, completely eliminate the market share of many

announced the formation of a law firm in Washington D.C.

lawyers. Clients can and wil start looking to Internet-based

under the name of McKee Nelson Ernst & Young LLP. Messrs.

solutions for their legal needs. For example, it is now possible

McKee and Nelson are nationally known tax attorneys who

to complete on-line generation and collaboration of documents.

.. II
~

joined with Ernst & Young in forming the new firm. In January

(See ww.legaldocs.com for on-line document assembly tools

the Wall Street journal announced that America Online, a com-

and ww.docspace.com for on-line document collaboration.)

pany only 15 years old, is acquiring TimelWarner, a company

On-line legaly binding signatures for documents is also avail-

founded by Henry Luce in 1923, for a price of $156 bilion. If

able. We should expect to see broader implementations of this

that does not convince skeptics that the trend away from tradi-

beginning in the next few months. (See ww.usertrust.com for

tional forms of business towards E-Commerce is real, nothing

legaly binding digital signatures and review ww.iLumin.com

wil. As a profession, we can spend time now preparing for

for on-line signing applications.) We are not talking about a 5

radical change or we can sit back and hope the storm dissi-

to 10 year window. These changes are happening now.

pates. It wil not.
1\o prima1l issues are involved in a discussion of the future.

This "double punch" of MDPs and E-Commerce mandates that

our profession respond promptly and make some diffcult

Those are Multi-Disciplinary Practice (MDPs) and E-Commerce.

decisions. An initial decision (driven from the ABA level) has

To date, MDPs have been defined as "one-stop shopping for

focused on ethical rules and whether lawyers can and should

professional services." This has usually involved accountants

participate in MDPs. An emerging view on this issue is that our

providing quasi-legal services through the lawyers they employ.

rules, in some instances, may be a bit archaic and somewhat

However, it is much broader than that. The deregulation of the

irrelevant, and that they leave us at a competitive disadvantage. ,

banking and insurance industries last year has generated a

Should we change our rules .... and how can this be accom-

great deal of momentum towards the providing of quasi-legal

plished effciently without abandoning our core values? Should

services by financial services companies.

our energies be better spent elsewhere? We are awaiting further

Another emerging issue involves the general shiing of traditional legal services into non-lawyer hands. An example of this

guidance on this from our MDP Task Force (ww.utahbar.orgl
htmlmdptaskforce.html) and the ABA

is a Utah company which provides negotiation services for

(ww.abanet.orglcpr/ mdpfialeport.html).

debtors in non-bankruptcy financial disputes. They advertise

What wil this rapidly changing environ-

results in about two weeks with a track record of 30-80%

ment mean for lawyers? It wil certainly

reduction in debt amounts. The number of similar non-lawyer

alter two fundamental concepts of prac-

businesses offering negotiation and mediation services is

tice. Those are the way lawyers deliver

expanding rapidly. Lawyers may have a diffcult time competing

services and the way lawyers earn com-

with those types of servces and results.

pensation for those services.

~ia~ ~ar J 0 URN A L
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Delivery of Legal Services

able document generation/assembly tools. We must become

Lawyers sell information and advice. Clients can and wil start

more coinortåble with and fully utilize the Internet. We should

obtaining legal information directly (via the Internet). The value

learn to leverage the use of legal assistants and other non-

of this information wil depend on how well it is combined with

lawyer personneL. We must learn about and understand the

legal advice. Lawyers should start identifing ways to participate

value of technology tools. Finaly, we must focus even more on

in this new infrastructure. A first step would be to educate our

client service and client satisfaction.

clients that the primary product we provide them is our judgment and analytical skis. Even though we may be less involved

in providing information we can remain involved in advising
them how to best utilize that information in an analytical fashion.

The issues of MDP and E-Commerce wil not go away. However,

lawyers are unique in their abilty to solve diffcult problems
creatively. Our task wil be to integrate our traditional roles into
this new world. The Bar wil exercise its best efforts to assist its

members in this task by providing information and some guid-

Compensation Issues
The revenue stream for the legal profession, as in other businesses, is moving towards the Internet. Lawyers' profit margins
currently depend heavily on the providing of legal information.
Even though

11'
i

ance, but it is essential that al of us remain fully informed and
adaptable on these issues. Lest we forget, dinosaurs always

become extinct.

this "information" must be integrated with advice,

clients wil be drawn to the more afordable and readily avai-

Correction. . .

able legal information on the Internet. What may lawyers do to

participate in these revenues?

In the January, 2000 issue of the Utah BarJournal, under
Utah State Bar Group Services heading, the telephone num-

Those

who have studied these issues in depth have recommen-

ber listed for West Group was wrong. The correct phone

dations on what will be necessary to remain competitve.

number is 1 -800-762-5272.We regret any inconvenience

Lawyers must adopt more creative billng methods and move

this error may have caused.

away from the bilable hour. We should more fully utilize avail-

Attorneys Title
Guaranty Fund, Inc.
A bar-related(R title
insurance company and
member of the National
Association of Bar-Related(R
Title Insurers (NABRTI)

* Supplement your law practice income.
* Issue title insurance from your law office on
your real estate transactions, and retain this
income rather than letting it slip out the door.
* Retain control of this aspect of your real estate
transactions rather than relying on someone else.
* Join the ranks of hundreds of other Utah attorneys taking advantage of this opportunity.

Join forces with

The Salvation Army
planned giving professionals
in your community.

I
i

. Our gif planning services provide you with

gift analysis and document drafting assistance.
. Our trustee services provide your clients with

professional investment management and

Attorneys Title Guarantee Fund, Inc.
Utah Law & Justice Center
645 South 200 East, Suite 102

Salt Lake City, UT 84111

providing for a client's future as well as the

.,f

For more information,
Contact:
The Salvation Army
John Stephen Bradford, J.D.

¡I

252 S. 500 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(800) 999-1865 Fax (801) 532-6050

4l
Need

Knows

No SeasonN
(9 1999 The Salvation Army
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. We recognize and respect your role in

(801) 322-1253 Ext. 248

I

II

trust administration.

future support of The Salvation Army.

These are just some of the reasons you should
become a member of the Fund. Call now for more
information at (801) 328-8229.
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UTAH LAWYERS

CORPORA TION KITS

CONCERNED ABOUT LAWYERS

UTAH

Confidential* assistance for any Utah attorney
whose professional performance may be impaired

Bùider & slipcase, mdex tab set, prited slock certficates
w/f\ page stubs, transfer ledger, embossù,g seal & pouch,

FOR

$55.95

because of emotional distress, mental ilness,

substance abuse or other problems. You may call
the digital pager "Helpline" (Ø 219"8220, or call
the number listed below.

50 sheets of blan 25% colton bond paper, corporale tickler.,
Same kit with By. Laws. minutes & resolutions package and 6
sheels of blank 25% colton bond paper plus lax ronns for ElN

and "S" corporation election.

558.95
Kit witliout seal $44,95

(801) 297-7029
LAWYERS HELPING LAWYERS COMMITTEE
UTAH STATE BAR
on/ER PRODUCTS

*See Rule 8.3(d), Utah Code of Professional Conduct

LTD. L1A. CO. OUTFIT 559.95

NON.PROFIT OUTFIT 559.95
LTD. PARTNERSHIP 559.95
FAMILY. LTD. PART. 559.95

SEAL W/POUCH 525.00
STOCK CERTS (20) 52S.00

.::,.
DISK $29.95
0.:::AVAILABLE
"::::'. ON
FOR

'\nl
WORD PERFECl 5,6,7,& 8
','
ARTICLES PLUS BY.
LAWS, MINUTES &
RESOLUTIONS PACKAGE FOR CORPORATIONS.
OPERATING AGREEMENTS FOR LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES (BOTH MEMBER & MANAGER).
SIMPLE WILL FORMS & ORDER FORM.

UTAH LAw AND JUSTICE CENTER-

ASK
ABOUT
WILL & TRUST STATIONERY

...
...

QUALITY MEETING SPACE

INDEX TABS & CLOSING SETS

AVAILALE FOR PROFESSIONAL, Cmc AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

REGISTERED AGENCY SERVICES
FOR
MONTANA

THIS MODERN FACILTY PROVIDES AN STYE OF SEATING ARGEMENT
AND FEATURES:

ORDER TOLL FREE!
PHONE 1-800-874-6570
FAX 1-800-874-6568

RESONABLE RATES

PERSONAL ATTENTION

CENTRA DOWNTOWN LOCATION

FREE ADJACENT PARNG

ORDERS IN BY 2:00 PM SHIPPED SAME DA Y,

AUDio-VISUAL EQUlPMENT

COMPLETE CATERING

$5,00 PER KIT UPS GROUND CHARGE,
LAW FIRMS: WE WIl.L BILL wirn YOUR ORDER,

E-MAIL eorpkit&Jdigisys.net

SATISFACTION GUARATEED

FOR INFORMTION AND RESERVATIONS, CONTACT:
THE UTAH LAw AND JUSTICE CENTER COORDINATOR

(801) 531-9077

!I!

CORP-KIT NORTHWEST,
INC.
413 E. SECOND SOUTH
BRIGHAM CITY, UT 84302
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The Fallacy of Using Screens, Walls, Cones
of Silence, and Other Methods to Avoid
Conflicts of Interest
by Charles A. Gruber

A common misconception among attorneys is that conflct of

See Rule 1. 1 (a), UTAH R. PRO. CONDUCT.2 Thus, a firm may rep-

interest problems can be avoided by unilaterally "wallng off" or

resent a client even though one of its attorneys has a conflct of

"screening" the attorney with the conflct, while allowing other

interest arising from her previous representation of a govern-

attorneys in the firm to represent a client whose interests are

ment agency. Other than this situation, however, there are no

adverse to those of a former client of the walled off attorney.

other situations in which an attorney in a firm can simply be

Such conflcts arise, for example, when Attorney B moves from

"screened" and thereby avoid having his confict of interest

one firm to another, and the attorneys in the new firm want to

imputed to other firm members. This means that client waiver

represent, or indeed already represent, a client whose interests

of the conflct is always necessary when a confct situation

are adverse to those of one of Attorney B's former clients.

arises conc~rning non-government clients.

How the Rules of Professional Conduct Address Conficts
of Interest and the Role of Screening in Resolving 11em
An attorney's conflct of interest is imputed to all the other

attorneys in the same firm.l Rule 1.0(a) (Imputed Disqualification: General Rule) of the Utah Rules of Professional Conduct

provides that while "lawyers are associated in a firm, none of

Thus, when the interests of a former client and a firm's existing

or prospective client are adverse, the firm must obtain the
former client's consent before undertaking or continuing the
current representation. See UTAH R. PRO. CONDUCT 1.9

(a) . Like-

wise, when an existing client's interests are directly adverse to
those of another client,3 the firm must obtain each client's con-

them shall knowingly represent a client when anyone of them

sent. See UTAH R. PRO. CONDUCT 1. 7 (a). In each case, the consent

practicing alone would be prohibitèd from doing so . . . ." In

must be given "afer consultation." See UTAH R. PRO. CONDUCT

conflct situations in private practice, the so-caled "cone of

1. 7 (a), 1.9 (a) .

silence" and other screening procedures such as wals or screens

Moreover, even if the client consents to the representation,

are not identifed or even mentioned in the Rules and wil not, in

confidentialty must be maintained. See UTAH R. PRO. CONDUCT

and of themselves, resolve the firm's imputed confct of interest.
Rule 1. 11 (a) (1) (Successive Government and Private Employ-

ment) mentions "screening" an attorney. The rule prevents an
attorney from representing a private client in connection with a

matter in which the attorney "participated personally and sub-

stantiallyas a public officer or employee," unless the
government agency consents after consultation. Nevertheless,
conflcts arising from Attorney B's government employment
aren't imputed to other attorneys in Attorney B's new firm pro-

1.9(b) ("A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a
matter shall not thereafter: . . . (b) Use information relating to
the representation to the disadvantage of the former client. . . .");
UTAH R. PRO. CONDUCT 1.6(a) ("A lawyer shall not reveal infor-

mation relating to representation of a client. . . unless the client
consents after consultation."). Screening, or walling off, the

conflcted attorney from work on the case might be a "good
mechanism" for preserving client confidentiality. See ABA For-

mal Op. 90-358.

vided that:
(1) The disqualed lawyer is screened from any partici, pation in the matter and is apportioned no part of

the fee therefrom; and
CHALESA. GRUBER is an

(2) Written notice is promptly given to the appropriate

government agency to enable it to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this Rule.

V~lum~ 1 J N~. J

Assistant Counsel with the Utah

State Bar's Offce of Professional Conduct. The views

expressed in this article are the author's, and not necessarily
those of the Utah State Bar's Offce of Professional Conduct.

Some Practical Advice

If you suspect there is a conflct, carefully review Rule 1.7 (Con-

Confct of interest complaints against an attorney usualy are

flct of Interest: General Rule), Rule 1 .8 (Confct of Interest:

raised in one of three contexts: a motion to disqualify, an ethics

Prohibited Transactions) and Rule 1.9 (Conflct of Interest:

complaint to the Utah State Bar's Offce of Professional Conduct,

Former Client). The Rules' somewhat ambiguous language must

or a client's malpractice action alleging a breach of the attor-

be interpreted objectively, and this caveat holds true when

ney's loyalty and fiduciary duty. Although none of the three is

reviewing Comments and the cases mentioned therein. Apply

pleasant, the potential financial repercussions, especially of the

the most aggressive reasonable person standard you can imag-

malpractice action and to a much lesser degree of the motion to

ine, because that's the standard the jury wil apply in the

disquali, can be enormous. What are some practical consider-

malpractice action. Judges may be more lenient in a motion to

ations in dealing with confct of interest situations and how can

disqualify hearing-to some extent this is probably because the

a screening procedure help preserve client confdentialty and

opposing party is trying to disqual the other party's attorney of

avoid positions adverse to the client?

choice-but juries in malpractice lawsuits view confct of inter-

First and foremost, the attorney and the firm must have a system

for identifyng confcts quickly, and once a confct has been
immediately. The longer an
discovered, it must be addressed
attorney or firm procrastinates in either identifing the confct
or in failng to address it, the more harm there is likely to be to
the client involved. In turn, this increases the damages the
attorney is likely to face in a malpractice action, increases the

fees to be disgorged after the firm is disqualified, and increases
the severity of the sanction in an attorney discipline matter.

est issues more harshly. See Model Utah Jury Instruction 7.49

("The relationship between an attorney and a client is a fiduciary relationship of the very highest order. Because of the
attorney's professional responsibilties and the confdence and

trust which the client may legitimately place in the attorney, the
attorney must adhere to a high standard of honesty, integrity and

good faith in protecting the interests of the client."). The objec-

tive standard is also the standard used in disciplinary cases, and
any ambiguity in the language of the rules wil not save the

attorney from being disciplined for unethical conduct.

CLYDE SNOW SESSIONS & SWENSON
A Professional Law Corporation

Is pleased to announce that

CHARLES R. BROWN

and
J. SCOTT HUNTER
have joined the Firm as shareholders,
where they will continue their practice specialties in business
and corporate law, mergers and acquisitions, securities
regulation, franchise law, taxation and real estate.
and that
MATTHEW A. STEWARD and T. MICKELL JIMINEZ

have joined the Firm as Associates
One Utah Center, 13th Floor

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2216
Telephone: (801) 322-2516

Facsimile: (801) 521-6280
E-mail: css!§clydesnow.com
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The best risk management advice, if you think there's a conflct

Whom do you think the jury of non-lawyers wil believe, and for

of interest, is simply to decline the representation or withdraw

whom do you think they wil feel sympathy?

from any representation that raises a conflct. This is because a
conflct of interest wil never just go away-it's the proverbial

ticking time bomb, and it will explode at some point. Indeed,
the Office of Professional Conduct routinely advises attorneys to

decline representation not just when there is an actual conflct,
but when it is reasonably foreseeable that a confct wil develop.
Once a conflct is identified, if you prefer not to decline or

If you conclude the conflct can be waived, you must obtain the
client's consent. No amount of "screening" wil resolve the
conflct without the client's consent after consultation. Although

not explicitly required by Rule 1. or Rule 1.9, it's good risk
management to put the waiver in writing, with an admonition to
the clients to get an independent legal evaluation, and then to

have the clients sign the waiver. This doesn't make the lawyer

withdraw from the representation, you must determine whether

"bullet proof," but it's some solace to have it as an exhibit at the

the client can consent to the representation. Bear in mind that

trial in the malpractice action, and it may help your case in a

not all conflcts can be waived, even if the client is wilng.4 The

disciplinary proceeding.

Comments following Rule 1.7 state that "when a disinterested

lawyer would conclude that the client should not agree to the

Protecting Confdentiality 11rough Screening Procedures

representation under the circumstances, the lawyer involved

Assuming the client waives the conflct, at that point a screening

cannot properly ask for such agreement or provide representa-

procedure may be a useful risk management tool for protecting

tion on the basis of the client's consent." Remember that clients

client confidences. Keep in mind that merely because a client

who today want to have you as their attorney and are happy to

consents to your representation of another client with interests

waive all conflcts are the same clients who are the angry plain-

adverse to her own doesn't mean the risk is gone. Consequently,

tiffs in the malpractice action, who cannot understand how you

how you go about screening the attorney with the conflct is

could ever have taken their money when you were so disloyal to

important.

them, and who testif that if the confct had been more fully

Various court cases and ABA Formal Opinions suggest the nec-

explained, they never would have chosen you as their attorney.

essary components for effectively screening a disqualfied

Code-Co's Internet Access to Utah Law
http://www.code-co.com/utah
With a computer and a modem, every member of your firm can have unlimted access to
~ The Utah Code
~ The most recent Utah Advance Reports

~ The Utah Administrative Code
~ The Utah Legislative Report
and
Code-Co's NEW
~ Legislative Tracking Service
_ Always current _ No "per minute" charges _ Much lower cost than an "on-line" service .
_ FULL TEXT SEARCHING _

Preview on the Internet at: htt://ww.code-co.com/utah.
get a FREE TRIAL PASSWORD from Code-Co* at
E-mail: adminêcode-co.com

SLC: 364-2633 Provo: 226-6876
Elsewhere Toll Free: 1-800-255-5294
'Also ask about customer Special Package Discount
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1
attorney: (l) she does not participate in the representation; (2)

2 Note that Rule 1.2 (Former Judge or Arbitrator) has similar language regarding

she does not discuss it with any member of the firm; (3) she

judges and arbitrators moving to private practice,

testifes that she has not revealed confidential information; (4)

she has no access to the pertinent fies and documents; (5) she

3T1iis can arise, for example, when Attorney B brings existing clients to her new firm.

4 For example, attorneys may not represent both parties to a divorce, even if that is their
wisli. See Utah Ethics Advisoiy Op. No. 116.

does not share in the fees from the matter. See e.g. Delaware

5 The Comments following Rule 1,10 address the problem of lawyers moving between

River PortAuth. V. Home Ins. Co., 1993 U.S. Dist. LEXS 6749

firms, but they suggest a useful analysis for other conflct of interest situations. The

(E.D. Penn. 1993); see also Nelson v. Green Builders, Inc.,

Comments point out that there are "competing considerations" in looking at conflct

823 ESupp. 1439 (E.D. Wis. 1993) (elements for evaluating

situations created when a lawyer moves between firms: client loyalty; the client's

opportunity to have the lawyer of choice; lawyers' freedom to move between firms,

effectiveness of screen include size and divisions of law firm,

which is basically the economic freedom to maximize business opportl1iities for

likelihood of contact between lawyers, existence of rules pre-

themselves. The Comments note that, historically, competing interests were resolved

venting access to fies and fee sharing); Hunter Dougles, Inc. v.

either bya

"per se" rule of disqualication or an "appearance of impropriety" standard.

The modern trend is a functional analysis with two guideposts: preserving client confi-

Home Fashions, Inc., 811 ESupp. 566 (D. Colo. 1992) (firm

dentiality and avoiding positions adverse to the client. These are the pilars of client

not disqualified because effective screen in place).

loyalty that are so rigorously protected by the Rules of Professional Conduct.

There is also a screening mechanism known as the "cone of
silence," which consists of an agreement by the lawyer not to

share the confidences of former clients with the new firm members. There is no wall or screen, and the new firm takes no active

steps to protect client confidences. Courts in some jurisdictions

AOR Symposium
.Partisanship, Partnership & Peace:

accept this measure, but others do not. Compare Nemours

The Role of the Third Side

Foundation v. Gilbane, Aetna, Federallns. Co., 632 ESupp.

April 6 - Workshops (6.5 CLE)

418,428 (D. DeL. 1986), cert. denied, 492 U.S. 907 (1989)

April 7 & 8 - Symposium

(prefers "cone of silence" because lawyers should be credited
with integrity) with
Atari Corp. v. Seagate Technology, 847

(15 CLE - up to 3 ethics)

Utah Law & Justice Center

E2d 826 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (rejecting "cone of silence" because
it doesn't protect clients as well as a wall would protect them).
Be aware that the "cone of silence" method is not as widely

used as a wall or screen, and may not be suffcient assurance
for your client. Whichever method you select, be sure to explain
it to the client, preferably in writing, then rigorously adhere to it

and document that you have done so.

Utah Council on Conflict Resolution
Presents:
William Ury, Internationally renowned author/mediator,
"Gettng to Peace" & "Gettng to Yes."

Mark Gerzon, author of 'fl House Divided"
and co-founder of "Common Ground"
Utah Governor Michael O. Leavitt

Conclusion
Lawyers live and practice law in a world of "competing considerations", as described in the Comments to Rule 1.0.5 We're

trained to be clever in our interpretation of case law, statutes,
:1
ì

.

Other topics: ethics, confidentiality, diversity,
communication skills, environmental &
family mediation and much, much more.

and in adopting screening devices to resolve conflcts of inter-

Workshops on April 6:
$125.00; $110.00 for the Mediation-Advocacy Workshop for
ADR Section Members, Utah State Bar.
Symposium on April 7 & 8:

est, we should temper our cleverness and insure that from an

$175.00 before 3/31/00 for UCCR members; $195.00 after

and rules. But when it comes to analyzing a conflct of interest

objective point of view our resolution of the conflct is indeed
reasonable and preserves client confidentiality. With that in

(includes Ury Lecture)

$200.00 before 3/31/00 for nonmembers; $225.00 after
(includes Ury Lecture)

mind, client waivers and an effective screening procedure can

Ury Lecture, April 7 at 7:00 p.m., University of Utah Fine Arts

be useful tools in helping to resolve conflicts of interest.

Auditorium, $20.00 add'i tickets
Fee for attorneys seeking CLE credit add $15.00 each of
Workshop and Symposium

1 Readers should be aware that there are two Ethics Advisoiy Opinions concerning the
application of Rule 1.10 to the Utah Attorney General's offce and the Guardian ad
Litem's offce. See Utah Ethics Advisoiy Op. Nos. 142,98-09.

Call Connie Howard - 297-7033

or visit our website at www.utahbar.org/cle
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Succession Planning:

Crucial Preventive Medicine
by Steven G. Johnson

An area of practice often ignored by attorneys is that of risk

Although a succession plan would not have completely avoided

and crisis management. Attorneys advising businesses of any

the tragedy and its negative impact on the remaining employees,

size can play an important role in identifyng potential prob-

it could have made it easier for the company to pick up the

lems, assisting in drafting crisis management plans, and training

pieces and get back to its day-to-day business.

offcers, directors and management staf to prepare for and deal
The timing of serious illesses, deaths, accidents and other

with problems that could arise in the business.

sudden losses is unpredictable. This uncertainty necessitates

One aspect of crisis management that many business owners

advance preparation of a company succession plan. Following

tend to avoid is preparation of a succession plan for key com-

is a list of factors to consider in advising your business clients

pany personneL. Usually companies have advance notice of

regarding such plans.

changes that must be made with key personnel-an employee
approaches retirement age, a prolonged iless requires an

employee to spend less time in the offce, and so forth. But
heart attacks, strokes, auto accidents, unexpected ailments,

recreational accidents, or a crucial employee's unanticipated

resignation or termination can instantly affect a company. In

particularly sad situations, an accident may claim several key
employees at one time, which can devastate the company.
In any of these situations, the company will

likely feel a great

loss, even with an effective leadership succession plan. If there

is no such plan, the company may experience corporate disorganization, loss of corporate opportunity, negative press
coverage, loss of customer or market share;

and low employee

morale. These problems may continue for a long time, even

1. You should advise your clients to establish a list of positions

that require successors, accounting for both short- and longterm needs. Identify anyone whose departure from the business

today would negatively afect the company, or who would be

diffcult to replace. This would include offcers, the director of
sales and marketing, data processing manager, research and
development director, controller, and so forth. Possible future

directors who can capably fil in the remaining term of a director who for some reason is no longer able to serve should also

be identifed.
2. Clients should identify all employees who show potential for
advancing into these key positons. This may include a search
outside the company for prospective employees. (Keep your

eyes open at trade meetings.)

after the lost employees are replaced.

In early 1996, a prominent Salt Lake company lost several key

employees in a tragic accident. The company had no succession

3. Assist your clients in establishing an evaluation process for all

such employees and others thought to be successors for eacly
key

plan. Despite an ongoing cross-training program, it took many

job.

months for replacement personnel to be appointed, and then

4. Advise your clients to set up a ranking system of succession for

many months afer that for the new management to learn the

each position: who is first successor?, who is second?, and so on.

business and the market and to become effective. Counselors

were brought in to assist employees through the diffcult grieving process. Said one supervisor, "You can't imagine until
you've gone through it how devastating that can be . . . . My

Steven G. Johnson is director of legal and
administrative services

for Norbest, Inc.

employees were falng apart at the seams." Employees felt a
great weight taken off their shoulders when the replacement

personnel were finally appointed. In the meantime, though,
potential business opportunites were lost and company direc-

tion struggled.

,J
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5. If there is a position without a likely successor, the business
should determine how it would fil the position (temporary

DO IT

successor, external hire, and the like). The company should
consider what resources are available to help in hiring from

YOURSELF

outside the company.

6. You can help your clients by assisting in preparing thorough
job descriptions for each positon in the company. Appropriate

CORPORATE OR LLC KITS

job descriptions are useful to comply with the Americans with

Disabilties Act, and make good business sense from a training
standpoint.

7. Some employees have significant knowledge and experience

that they possess only in their heads. No one in any organization
should have all the information for a particular job. Advise your

clients that this inormation should be shared so the company wi
not be at a loss if the employee leaves. The business should have
al key personnel prepare a packet of resources, lists of contacts,

vendors with whom they have an ongoing relationship, and so

on-everyhing their successor would need to know about their
position if something happened to them on the way home tonight.
8. Encourage your clients to train potential successors

so they

are knowledgeable about all aspects of the job they might
assume. Not only does this help develop the succession plan,

but it also gives the required backup during vacations or other

extended absences.

KIT INCLUDES:
· Easy Way Corporate Kit Softare Version 3 - program wil aid

you in professionally fing in the blanks on your stock certificates or membership certificates.

· Version 3 has al the legal forms that are in the corporate kit,
by laws, minutes, and other legal forms.

· Binder with matching slipcase (free pre-printed spine label).
· 12 unprinted stock or LLC membership certifcates.

· 10 transfer ledger sheets.

9. Strongly encourage your clients to never allow all key personnel to take the same flght, automobile, or other mode of

· 6 index tabs - mylar reinforced.

transportation when out of the offce on business trips.

· Easy Way LLC Kit Version 3 also available.

10. For al the good it is worth, caution key employees against
participating in unsafe activities during non-business hours.

· Tax forms - latest requirements

A $45.65 value, NOW only
plus shipping & handling.

Advise people to be carefuL.

11. Suggest that your clients research trauma and counseling
centers to find one that could adequately assist employees in
coping in the event of a company employee's death.

12. Businesses should cross-train key employees in other

The new popular "do-iI-yourself" way

responsibilties. This wil assure needed backup and give the

for custom Corporate Kits, LLC Kits see us on the web:

employees a greater understanding of the entire company.

ww.corpusa.net

13. As an attorney, you can be most helpful to your clients by

assisting in preparing a formal written succession plan. The
company should have it ratifed by the board of directors. You
can offer to explain it to all key personneL.
14. Review the plan with the company on a periodic basis.

Make it part of the company crisis or risk management plans so

CORP~'NC

CORPORATE KITS & MORE
640 North Main, Suite 2168, North Salt Lake, Utah 84054
Phone: 801-292-5537 Toll Free: 800-586-2675
Fax: 801-292-5688 Toll free Fax: 800-586-2685
E-mail: salesiQcorpuse.net www.corpusa.net

that it is frequently updated as circumstances change.

i
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15. You may encounter resistance from certain key personnel,

employees, and have trauma counselors available to assist

particularly in a family-owned or closely held business. They

employees who may be distressed with the loss. Encourage your

may feel you are tryng to shove them out the door, and may be

client to update its succession plan, adding employees or others

uncooperative in the succession planning process. Help them

to the succession list to replace those who filled vacancies.

understand that succession planning is something al companies

Remind your clients that in some circumstances it might be best

should do. The cross-training and other training associated with

not to tell the prospective successors they're being considered

the plan will be valuable to the company. Lending institutions

for a key position-this may help the morale of others. And the

and insurers wil be pleased that the company is better pre-

client may discover that the person it thought would make a

pared for future contingencies. Shareholders wil take comfort

good successor has not turned out to be such a good employee.

that their investment wil be cared for even after the current

One bank CEO passes a sealed envelope to the board of direc-

management leaves. Tell them about instances in which a good

tors each year, explaining his choice of a successor. He believes

company succession plan could have saved another business

that people and circumstances change, and that if you have

significant grief, such as AT&T, which spent a significant amount

made a mistake you can fi it without considerable embarrass-

of time looking for a new CEO, and lost market share and

ment. But you can stil pursue cross-training and evaluation as

opportunities for deals, and Disney, which struggled for years to

part of the succession plan.

find a replacement for Walt.

As legal counsel, you should take the opportunity to advise your

Afer the loss of a key employee, encourage the client to evalu-

business clients of the need for succession planning. This an

ate the successor's performance in the new capacity. Suggest

important part of any thorough crisis or risk management

that the company consider bringing in a former employee to

plans, and can assist clients in what would otherwise be a very

train the successor. A retired executive, if available, may prove
difcult time.

very helpfuL. The company should determine whether additonal
people must be hired to fi positions vacated by the advancing

SALT LAKE CITY

INTRODUCING
MORE

RESOURCES
FOR OUR
CLIENTS

DENVER

BOULDER

COLORADO SPRINGS

LONDON

We are pleased to announce that
PAUL T. MOXLEY

and
CATHERINE L. BRABSON
have joined the firm in our Salt Lake City office.
Paul is a partner whose practice emphasis is securities, white collar crime and
complex commercial litigation. He has over 25 years of experience as a trial
lawyer and commercial litigator.

Catherine (Cate) is an associate whose practice focus is litigation. She has
experience in general civil litigation, securities litigation, intellectual property
litigation and white collar criminal defense.

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
Attorneys at Law
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Contact: McKay Marsden (801) 521-5800
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When Can I Retire?
by Lawrence R. Barusch

Early Distributions From Retirement Plans

formula is not modified before the later of the fifth year after

It's another cold, gray day with the usual frustrations and vexa-

commencement of distributions or the year in which you attain

tions of practicing law. Once again, though, the market is up.

age fift-nine-and-one-hal. i Afer the expiration of this period,

Across the State, forty- and fift-something lawyers consider the

you are free to withdraw as much or as little as you choose until

ever-increasing sums in their qualified retirement plans

you reach age seventy-and-one-hal, when the minimum distrib-

("Plans") and individual retirement accounts ("IRAs") and

ution rules begin.2 But if there is a modification before the

contemplate early retirement.

permitted time, all amounts distributed up through the date of

You may be wondering whether distributions from the Plan
maintained by your employer or the IRA into which you rolled

distributions from other Plans are your ticket out of here. The
good news is that tax law permits practically any distribution a
reasonable person could wish. The bad news is that limitations

on annual contributions and restrictions on investments
imposed by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of

1974 ("ERlSA") usualy prevent employees from accumulating
enough money to retire young. Some folks make enough money

outside Plans to permit them to retire. They should finance the
early years of their retirement with those outside funds, letting the

funds inside their Plans continue to earn tax-deferred income.

modification, plus interest, become subject to the tax.3

Substantially Equal Payments
The Internal Revenue Service (the "Service") provides three
ways to calculate the amount of the payment.4 The first uses the

method from the minimum distribution rules. First, determine
your age and that of your spouse. Then find an "expected return
multiple" (rougWy, but not exactly, life expectanct ) from

tables.6 The multple wil be larger for a joint lie than it is for a
single one. The first year's distribution wil be the reciprocal of
the multiple, times what is then in the account. For example at
a

age fift, the multiple is 33.1 so 3.1 % of the balance would be

distributed. If a joint lie is used and both are fift, the multiple

Thus, few need to think about early distributions. Stil, people

is 39.2 and 2.6% would be distributed. You must make an

wonder. This article tries to answer a few of their questions.

irrevocable choice at the outset. You may decrease the multiple

The Ten Percent Penalty Tax

mined as of the date of commencement). Alternately you may

First ask, "does my Plan permit early retirement?" This can only

use the appropriate multiple from the table for subsequent

be answered by reading the terms of the Plan, but most lawyers

years (32.2 at age fi-one rather than 33.1 - 1 = 32.1) based

by one each year (giving an annuity over a life expectancy deter-

assume that if their Plan doesn't permit early retirement,

on then-attained ages (giving an annuity based on your actual

amendments will do the trick. The big concern is usually the ten

life or lives). In either case the reciprocal of the multiple is

percent tax on early distributions imposed by Section 72 (t). See

applied to the then current balance in the Plan or IRA from year

Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the "Code"); 26 U.S.C. et seq.

to year. The reciprocal increases with time and since distribu-

The tax does not apply to distributions made by reason of death

tions are small, the balance in the fund is likely to increase, so

or disabilty or in years after the recipient attains age fi-nine-

that the amount distributed increases with time.

and-one-half. We are concerned here with able-bodied folks of
This method usually permits an initial distribution for a married

a lesser age.

person of less than three percent. Theoretically this is desirable.

If you are over fift-five years old and separate from service

(that is, retire) there is no penalty tax on distributions. If there
is a large distribution, however, it almost always turns out to be

We want just enough from the IRA to meet our needs, leaving

the rest to grow on a tax-deferred basis. But most attorneys

want more, which leads us to methods two and three.

better planning to roll most or all of it into an IRA to avoid
unnecessarily

accelerating the regular income tax.

Generaly the way to avoid the penalty tax is to take "substan-

.
I

tially equal payments" over your lie or the joint lives of you and

LA WRENCE R. BARUSCH is a shareholder oj Parsons Beble &

your spouse. No penalty is imposed as long as the distribution

Latimei; where he is Chair of tbe Tax Section.
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-The second alternative involves selecting a lie expectancy, for
you or you and your spouse, and using a reasonable

interest

ments, as in a mutual fund, a higher rate could be obtained with

an acceptablylow risk. Eight percent seems defensible and, in ,

rate to compute a fied payment over that expectancy, similar to

view of the absence of reported litigation in this area, a nine

computing a level payment on a mortgage. The lie expectancy

percent rate, though aggressive, would probably not be chal-

is based on the multiples discussed above. If the interest rate is

lenged. Using method 3, this permits a distribution of ten

eight percent and the period at age fi is 33.1 years, the pay-

percent of the original balance each year.

ment is 8.69% of the initial balance and does not change from
year to year.

Why Not More?

7

Clever lawyers reading this piece have doubtless thought of

The third method is to compute the payment using an annuity
table and a reasonable rate of interest. Using the UP 1984 Mortality Table,S and eight percent interest rate, the initial

distribution at age fift would be about nine percent.

irrefutable arguments for yet higher distributions. The trouble is
that when one looks at actual investment performance, one

finds that once distributions exceed four or five percent there is
a distressing tendency to run out of money before death, often

much before deathll. Suppose we start at age fift with a mion

Reasonable Interest
As of January 2000 the federal long-term interest rate, computed on an annual basis, was 6.45%.9 The long-term rate

applies to obligations with maturity longer than nine years.

dollars and take out $ 100,000 at the beginning of the year but
the market declines twenty-five percent. The balance is

$675,000. The second year we take out another $100,000,
leaving $575,000. The market increases twelve percent, so our

Given a life expectancy of more than thirty years at age fi, it

seems reasonable to suppose that the long-term rather than the

short-term or mid-term rate is the appropriate benchmark. For
certain valuation purposes, the Code uses 120% of the federal
mid-term rate,lO which in

January 2000 was 7.47%. The federal

rate, however, represents a risk-free rate. By diversifyng invest-

yo DIS))

A.,,eG-,A A

balance goes to $644,000. Afer taking out $100,000 at the
beginning of year three, the balance is $544,400. Another

¡I

twelve percent increase and $100,000 payment leaves $610,000

after the year four distribution. Suppose the market continues to
increase twelve percent every year. Afer a dozen years the

Do you need more clients?

:: rl1 R tf Not-for-p.rofit

~ gi ~ Communtty
~ ~ :a ~ ~ Medi.ation

~-SOLU~'
0 Service
4 Day Seminar

32 Hour
Basic Mediation

Training
May 4, 5, 8, 9, 2000
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

27 Hours CLE Credit

1 Hour Ethics Credit
$500 Early Registration by April 14th, 2000
$550 Afer April 14tl, 2000
(seminar limited to 24 participants)
Law & Justice Center
645 South 200 East, SLC, UT. 84111

(801) 532-4841
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Hot New Report By California
Sole Practitioner Reveals His
$300,000 Marketing Secrets!
i . How to get clients to refer you a ton of new
business. . . without being asked!
2. How to quickly develop a network of

referral

sources, starting from scratch!

3. How to get other lawyers to refer their clients
to XQinstead of

if

your competition!
ii

4. How to create a simple "device" -- in about an
hour -- that can immediately double, or even
triple
your referrals!
5. How to pyramid referral sources to grow your

J

practi ce geometrically!

To get a copy of this Free Report, call
1-800-562-4627 (24-hour free recorded message)
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account wil be gone even though in eleven out of twelve years
the earnings were twelve percent. The participant gets to go back
to work at age sixty-three, having not practiced in a dozen years. 12

Most people, on reflection, wil choose distributions between

percent, you have an even chance of running out of money in less than thirty years. if
you hope to increase your retu1' over the years to maintain after-inflation buying powei~
the odds are worse.

12 Suppose at the end of each year we leave in the prior year's balance, plus enough to

cover infation plus two or three percent as a rainy day fund, and spend the rest. In bad
years we dip into the rainy day fund. In good years we buy cars, remodel houses, go on

four and six percent of their balances. Those with confidence in

trips, and make gifts to clùldren and grandchidren. In bad years we don't This permits a

their investment abilities might go to eight percent. They wil

pretty even liestyle (we don't need a new car eveiy year) while preserving the purchasing

recognize that afer five years and reachig age fi-nie-and-onehalf they can increase their expenditures if the funds are there.

power of the account. We might hope to increase distributions as investment acumen is
acquired. But this strategy is not a permitted strategy for avoiding the penalty tax.

13 To close with an up-beat footnote, suppose at age fift you have $2,000,000 in your

retirement plan and elect to take out $100,000 (five percent) per year. Suppose the
Four to six percent of the retirement plan balance of a fif-

market goes up ten percent per year. At age sixty you'll have $3,430,000 in your

something year old doesn't pay much college tuition or go far

retirement plan and can then (not before, remember the tax!) increase your withdrawal

toward maintaining the lifestyle to which you may have grown

to $172,000 a year. This works well if (a) you have $2,000,000 in your IRA at age fiy,

accustomed. Most of us need to continue paying Bar dues and

(b) you can get by on $100,000 a year for the next decade, (c) the market yields a ten
percent return (and it doesn't have too sharp a downtu1' too soon, as discussed in the

keeping up with CLE.13

text) and (d) inflation isn't too bad. Good luck!

11.R.C. § 72(t)(4).
21.R.C. §§ 401

(a)

(9), 408(a); 26c.ER. 1.401(a)(9H (proposed).

We refer over

31.R.C. § 72(t)

(4).

4 Notice 89-25, 1989-1 C,B. 662 Question and Answer 12.
i

5 A life expectancy for a person of age X might be the time it takes for hal of a group of
~I

an annual
people of age X to die. The multiple is a number that, multiplied
by
payment gives you the total amount expected to be received.
In principle

annuity

you could

determine this amount by determining the total amount a group of Q people of age X

15,000 potential
clients every year...

would receive as annuities and then dividing by Q and the annual payment. In a normal
livewil
a
distribution of this tye the mean is greater than the median. A few people

veiy long time, so the total annuity amount received wil be larger than the product of
life expectancy and X. That is, the expected return multiple is longer than life
expectancy. This is not merely technical; don't plan on living the fnll amount of your
expected return multiple!

6 Reg. 1.72 -1 Tables V and VI. For a single life the multiples for ages forty-five to fiftfive are respectively: 37.7, 36.8, 35.9, 34.9, 34.0, 33.1, 32.2, 31.3, 30.4, 29.5, 28.6,

7 For annual interest rate I and life expectancy N from the tables referred to in footnote

6, the annual annuity amount is 1/(1-(1 +1)'"). You can perform this computation on a

financial calculator, or put the formula into a computer spread sheet.
8 This table was cited in Notice 89-25. Somewhat more current data (based on the 1990

census) is found in Table 90 CM Regs. 20.2031-7T The new mortality statistics result in
an 8.9% payout assuming an 8% interest rate and a 9.6% payout assuming a 9% interest

rate. The slight reduction in payout is consistent with lengtheiùng lie expectancy.
A crude way of using mortality data to deternùne this result is determine the number of
ii

people alive at a given age. Divide this number by two. Dete1'ùne (using extrapolation

between ages) the age where this many people are alive. The diference in the two ages

i

Family Law
Aviation
Bankruptcy

General Litigation
Insurance
Commercial
Oil & Gas Law
Securities
Contracts
Business Law
Collections
Water Law
Eminent Domain
Estate Planning

Labor & Employment
Immigration

International Law
Social Security
Consumer Protection
Juvenile Protection
Juvenile Law

Civil Rights
Mining Law
Trade Regulation
Environmental Law

Worker's Comp
Criminal Law
Landlord - Tenant

Real Property

Malpractice
Tax Law

becomes the lie expectancy to be used in the formula given in footnote 8. While

enrolled actuaries may cringe, this method of determining a reasonable life expectancy

i

is likely to be acceptable to the Service.

'l

Beginning at age 45, and to three significant digits, here is the mortality data from Table

90 CM: 941, 938, 935, 931, 928, 924, 919, 914, 909, 903. Beginning at age 55: 896,

to Lawyer Referral Service member attorneys.

Are YOU a member?

889,882,874,865,855,845,833,822,809. Beginning at age 65: 795, 781, 765, 749,
I1

732,714,694,673,651,629. Beginning at age 75: 604, 580, 554, 527,499,471,441,
411,380,349. Beginning

at age

85: 318, 289, 256, 227,198,170,145,121,98.8,79.5

9 Revenue Ruling 2000-1, Januaiy 2000.

10 l.R.C. § 7520(a) (2) (applicable to valuing annuities generally under the Inte1'al
Revenue Code).
11 Philip L. Cooley, Carl M. Hubbard and Daniel T. Walz, Retirement Savings: Choosing a

IJtai StateBar
Lawyer Referral Service
For more information call (801 )531-9075
or email lrs(gutahbar.org

Withdrawal Rate That Is Sustainable, AM. ASS'N INDIVUAL INVESTORS J. Feh. 1998.

These authors conclude that no matter how you ni debt and equity, if you take out ten
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Make the Annual Convention in
San Diego a fainily trp . . .
i

YourMem bership
To Adventure!

Become a Club USA member today!
Enjoy special savings to the

Anheuser-BuschAdventure ParkstI
as well as hotel, rental car and

special vacation packages.
To obtain your Club USA

membership card, contact your
Human Resources Department or
Benefits Coordinator.

~ BUSH

~eEa.~9~lH. GAl\DENS~
Orlando. San A~tonìo, Cleveland w Scm Diego

Tampa Bay. Willamsburg

For discount tickets for these attactions call:

Maud Thurman at 297-7031

-State Bar News . ,

Commission Highlights
January 28,2000, held

During its regularly scheduled meeting

in Salt Lake City, the Board of Bar Commissioners received the

7. The ADR By-Laws were approved.

8. Legal Assistant Division report was given by Sanda Kirkliam.

following reports and took the actions indicated:

1. Afer review and discussion, the Commission approved the

minutes of the December 3, 1999 meeting as amended.
2. Stuart W. Hinckley was recognized for his service to the Bar.

9. Gus Chin reported on the Minority Bar.
10. Carol Stewart reported on Women Lawyers.

11., David Bird and John T. Nielsen gave the Legislative Rela-

tions Report.

3. Charles R. Brown gave a report on the lunch with Section
'I

Chairs, Annual and Mid-Year Conventions, Long Range Planning,

12. Joel Marker reported on the Client Security Fund.

and the Commission retreat to be held May 5 and 6th in Moab.

13. Young Lawyers Division Report was given by Mark Quinn.

4. Scott Daniels gave a report on the Judicial CounciL.

A full text of minutes of this and other meetings of the Bar Com-

mission is available for inspection at the offce of the Executive

5. Paul T. Moxley reported on the ABA.

Director.
6. Sherrie Hayashi was the recipient of the Raymond S. Uno

I

Award and Kathy Pullns was the recipient of the Dorathy Merril
Brothers Award.

Ethics Opinions Available
.

The Ethics Advisory Opinion Committee of the Utah State
Bar has produced a compendium of ethics opinions that is
available to members of the Bar in hard copy format for

II

the cost of $20.00, or free of charge off the Bar's Website,

a

iii

ww.utahbar.org, under member benefits and services. For
an additional $10.00 ($30.00 total) members wil be
placed on a subscription list to receive new opinions as
they become available during the current calendar year.

I

,i

a

Quantity Utah
Amount
Remitted
State Bar
Ethics OpInIons

($20.00 each set)

Ethics Opinions/

for lawyers and one vacancy for a public member on the Utah
State Bar Ethics & Discipline Committee. The Ethics & Discipline Committee is divided into four panels which hear all

informal complaints charging unethical or unprofessional con-

duct against members of the Bar and determine whether or not

whether a formal complaint shall be fied in district court
against the respondent attorney. Appointments to the Ethics &

Discipline Committee are made by the Utah Supreme Court
upon recommendations of the Bar Commission.

Subscription list

ì.

The Bar is seeking interested volunteers to fill nine vacancies

informal disciplinaiy action should result from the complaint or

Ethics Opinions Order Form

a

Notice of Ethics & Discipline
Committee Vacancies

($30.00 both)

Please make all checks payable to the Utah State Bar
Mail to: Utah State Bar Ethics Opinions, ATN: Christine Critchley
645 South 200 East, Suite 310, Salt Lake City, Utah 8411 1.

Please send resume to:

John C. Baldwin

Utah State Bar
Name

645 South 200 East

Address

Salt Lake City, UT 8411 1

City

Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

I

ie§
I
¡
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State

Zip

no later than May 1, 2000

, . RFP Issued for Access-to Justice Project
"Centralized intake" is a key recommendation of the Access
to Justice Task Force. Disabled persons and low-income
Utahns who need legal help could more easily find that help if

A Request For Proposal (RFP) has been posted on the Bar's

a single point of contact were available to them. As well, any

seed money to develop the RFP. The Bar participated in its

resident would benefit from having ready access to such
information as how to acquire a domestic protective order in

development, along with the Access to Justice Foundation and
the fundraising collaboration "And Justice For Al", made up

web page (ww.utahbar.org) to launch this project. The

United Way of the Greater Salt Lake Area provided $30,000 in

any county in Utah, especially on a weekend or at night. Any

of the Legal Aid Society, the Disability Law Center, and Utah

internet "portal" could provide these services, facilitating
person-to-person assistance during business hours, and
furnishing an easy way for attorneys to review the details of

Legal Services. The goal is not only to provide greater access

prospective legal problems before accepting a pro bono

referral.

to legal help for every Utahn, but to make it simple for every
charitable provider of legal assistance in Utah - organizations
and individual attorneys alike - to provide that help to qualified individuals.

Scott M. Matheson Award
J
I

In 1991, the Law-Related Education and Law Day Committee

3. 'Participated in activities which encourage effective law-

of the Utah State Bar presented the first annual Scott M.

related education programs in Utah schools and

Matheson Award. Currently, the committee is accepting

communities, such programs having increased communica-

applications for the 2000 Award.

tion and understanding among students, educators, and
those involved professionally in the legal system.

PURPOSE: To recognize a lawyer and a law firm who have

made an outstanding contribution to law-related education

APPLICATION PROCESS: Application forms may be obtained

for youth in the State of Utah.

from and submitted to:

CRlTERl: Applications wil be accepted on behalf of indi-

Scott M. Matheson Award

viduals or law firms who have:

Utah State Bar

1. Made signifcant contributions to law-related education

Law-Related Education and Law Day Committee

645 South 200 East, Suite 101

for youth in the State of Utah.

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

2. Voluntarily given their time and resources in support of

phone: 322- 1802

law-related education, such as serving on committees,
reviewing or participating in the development of materials
and programs, or participating in law-related education

programs including the Mentor Program, Mock Trial Program, Conflict Management Program, Judge for a Day, or
,1
I1

Al materials submitted should be in a form which wil allow
for their easy reproduction for dissemination to members of ~
the selection committee. Applications must be postmarked

no later than April 15, 2000.

other court and classroom programs.

Past honorees include
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

1996
1997
1998
1999

Attorney

Law Firm

GregOlY G. Skordas

Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall and McCarthy

Barty Gomberg

Fabian and Clendenin
Ray, Quinney and Nebeker
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene and MacRae

Kevin II Smith

KimM. Luhn
Gordon K. Jensen
Kevin P. Sullvan

Utah Attorney General's Offce
Richards, Caine and Allen

Steven 1. Garside

Utah County Public Defender Association

Mark W. Dykes

Weber County Attorney's Offce
Utah State and I'ederal Judiciary

A. Robert Thorup

1
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Bar Commission Candidates
President-Elect

"

Third Division Candidates

SCOlT DANIELS

DAVID R. BIRD

I am a candidate for President-elect of the
Utah Bar Association. Since I am the only

I am seeking your support as a Bar Com-

candidate for President-elect this year, I

shareholder at Parsons Behle & Latimer

wil feel a deep sense of rejection if I am

where I have practiced Natural Resources

not elected. In any event, I want to take

and Governmental Relations law since

this opportunity to define what I hope to

graduating from BYU Law School in 1977.

accomplish as President-elect, and Presi-

I have been actively involved in the Utah

missioner for the Third District. I am a

dent of the Utah State Bar.

Bar since my admission, serving on many committees and pan-

The Utah State Bar, as every lawyer knows, is an integrated Bar,

els. I was privileged to serve as chair of the then Energy and
Natural Resources Section in 1988-89. I have served on the

meaning you have to join if you want to practice law. This form

of organization is advantageous to us because we control

admissions, discipline and standards, whereas every other
profession and trade has to deal with the Department of Profes-

Bar's Governmental Afairs Committee since 1979 and have

served as its chair for the past 10 years. In that position, I have
worked closely with many lawyers and past Bar Commissions.

sional Licensing in the executive branch of the State Government.

During my career I have been actively involved in many busi-

The disadvantage of an integrated Bar is that lawyers cannot
express dissatisfaction with the organization by simply not join-

ness and trade associations and believe that Bar members have

ing and not paying dues. Other professional organizations, such

affairs in our State. Too many people hold our profession in

as the Medical Association, must constantly seek to make mem-

disdain. If elected I wil continue to strengthen understanding
and ties between Bar members and the business and political
communities and raise awareness of the contributions of the

bership meaningful, or the members just drop out.
As a result of the fact that lawyers have to pay their dues and

join whether they like the way the organization is being run or

not, integrated Bars sometimes become detached from the
needs of their members. Members can't quit, but they just don't

an important part to play in the economic, political and social

members of the Utah State Bar.

I would be pleased to serve on the Bar Commission and solicit
your support.

choose to participate.
NANCI SNOW BOCKELIE
As I look at the lists of lawyers who serve on Committees and in

Utah lawyers are a diverse lot, with many

Sections and in various Pro Bono and law related projects, I am
astounded at the huge number of hours, which are voluntarily

views and philosophies. The Commission

has the often diffcult task of serving all

donated to the profession and the community. But as I look at

these names, it appears that most of them fit a common profie.
Conspicuously missing are large numbers of lawyers from rural
areas, from solo or smal firm practice, government lawyers,
and lawyers of color.

No doubt there are numerous reasons why these lawyers are
not involved in greater numbers. I'm sure, however, that there is
one primary reason: activity in the Bar does not offer suffcient
fulfllent or advantage to these lawyers to justify the investment

those views. I seek election to represent

the Third Division because I believe that
my diverse practice background and abil-

ity to build consensus wil alow me to
make a unique contribution to the Bar.
Since graduating from the U of U College of Law, order of the

Coif, in 1985, my practice has taken me from the large firm of
Davis Polk & Wardwell in New York City to my own solo prac-

I hope, as President-elect and ultimately as Bar President, to

tice in Salt Lake. In between I practiced with a medium sized
firm in Newport News, Virginia and the Salt Lake firms of
Giauque Crockett Bendinger & Peterson, P.C. and Moxley Jones

find ways to make Bar activity more meaningful and attractive to

& Campbell 1.C.

in time and money that is required.

these lawyers. The organized Bar is a powerful force for good in
our community, and it can even be more effective ifall of our
members choose to contribute.
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I have been active in Bar and community afairs throughout my
career, and currently serve as President of Women Lawyers of

::~

.
'i

:1

Utah. This position has provided me the opportunity to attend a

- Better communication with members

few Commission meetings. Through this opportunity, I realized

- Privacy rights of lawyers

by seeking election I could more fully contribute to the Com-

- A restrained discipline process

mission and the future of the Utah State Bar. I ask for your vote

- A focus on getting lawyers ready to practice law in the 21st

century

to enable me to make this contribution.

- Conservative and responsible financial policies

DANE NOLA
Last year I was elected to fill the final year
of a vacated seat on the Utah Bar Comms-

,

sion. To my knowledge I am the first

r

person of color to hold an elected seat

-r

and what I've tried to do is to bring a

Also, as a governmental lawyer I can represent and advocate for

government lawyers. As an attorney who works in the criminal
law field, I can represent and advocate for criminal law and

smal firm lawyers.
Within the next three years, given current projections for rev-

diferent voice, a unique perspective, to

enues and expenses, there is going to be great pressure to raise

the Commission. I've fought for:

Bar membership dues. Compared to lawyers nationwide, we

- Inclusion of multiple viewpoints and backgrounds into the

decision making process
- Increased responsiveness of the Commission to membership

already pay a high fee for the privilege of practicing law. My

view is that a dues increase is out of the question. Please vote
for me. Thank you.

concerns

The lawyers and staff of

Snowi Christensen & Martineau
mourn the loss of their colleague and friend

JIM CLEGG
(1939-2000)

.
.

Member Utah State Bar (1966-2000)

.
.

President Salt Lake County Bar
Association (1982-83)

I1
ii

,
i

.
.

. Trustee Utah Bar Foundation (1994-2000)

Commissioner Utah State Bar (1988-94)
President Utah State Bar (1993-94)

President Utah Bar Foundation (1998-99)

Fellow American College of Trial Lawyers
(1997 -2000) (State Chairman 1992-93)

.

Cowboy (1939 -

We will miss him.
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Fourth District Candidate
RADY S. KESTER
Uncontested Election. . . According to the
Utah State Bar Bylaws, "In the event an

Salt Lake 'County Bar

Association Website

insufficient number of nominating peti-

tions are fied to require baloting in a

The Salt Lake County Bar Association is

division, the person or persons nominated

pleased to announce their new website at:

shall be declared elected."

Randy S. Kester is running uncontested in the Fourth District

www. utah ba r. 0 rg/ba rs/s leba r /

and wil therefore be declared elected.

This site wil offer information on:

Fifth District Candidate

· SLCBar events

Uncontested Election. . . According to the Utah State Bar

· CLE opportunities

Bylaws, "In the event an insuffcient number of nominating

· the Bar & Bench newsletter, and
.. public service information pamphlets

petitions are fied to require balloting in a division, the person
or persons nominated shall be declared elected."
V. Lowry Snow is running uncontested in the Fifth District and

wil therefore be declared elected.

Check it out today!

V. LOWRY SNOW

I have enjoyed being a lawyer in Southern

I

Utah for the past 20 years. A good share of

that time has been spent as a solo practitioner or as a partner in a two-attorney

offce. I now practice in a small firm setting. I understand many of the needs and
concerns of lawyers practicing in rural
Utah, especially as they relate to our Bar membership.
I was recently appointed to serve on the Utah Supreme Court

Task Force, which undertook a study of the current issues

19th Annual Bob Miller
Memorial Law Day Run/Walk

~

ii.

/1
I
I

Mark your calendar for
29 April 2000 at 8:00 a.m.
at the U of U Law School parking lot.

JI

I

related to Bar governance. As part of that process we heard

from several past and present Bar leaders, and I gained a
greater appreciation of the role and function of our Bar. I do
not pretend to understand in detail the business of the Bar, but I

believe I can serve our Division membership by making certain
that current and long range objectives remain inclusive and

Whars new?
New team competition focus who can recruit the most
runers, walkers and sitters.

~

relevant to the needs of lawyers in the eastern and southern

reaches of the state. The Bar serves an important regulatory

Sitters? Yes, we have a new

function, but it should also attempt to serve the needs of all of

Chaise Lounge Division this year.

its members. I would be honored to serve as a responsive and

No excuses for anybody now.

accessible Commissioner.

Watch for details next month.
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,Membership Corner
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UTAH STATE BAR ADDRESS CHAGE FORM :
'I1e following information is required:

. You must provide a street address for your business and a street address for your residence.
. The address of your business is public information. The address of your residence is confdential and wil not

be disclosed to the public if it is different from the business address.
. if your residence is your place of business it is public information as your place of business.

. You may designate either your business, residence, or a post offce box for mailng purposes.
II
i

"'PLEASE PRINT

a

1. Name

Bar No.

Effective Date of Change

2. Business Address - Public Information
Firm or Company Name

Strcct Addrcss

Suite

State Zip

City

Fax E-mail address (optional)

phone

3. Residence Address - Private Information
Street Address

Suite

State Zip

City

Fax E-mail address (optional)

Phone

P.O. Box, please fill out)

4. MailngAddress - Which address do you want used for mailngs? (Check one) (If

- Business

- P.O.

Box

_ Residence
Number

City

State

Zip

Signature
All changes must be made in writng. Please return to: UTAH STATE BAR, 645 South 200 East, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-3834:

Attcntion: Arnold Birrell, fax number (801) 531-0660.

~ - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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Special Thanks To:
The objective of the Utah State Bar's Pro Bono Project is to provide access to pro bono legal services for poor clients in our community who would otherwise not be able to receive these legal services. The Utah State Bar would like to recognize and thank the
following attorneys for their willngness to help with the pro bono project!
Wendell Ables

Robert DeBry

David Halliday
David Hamilton
Darin Hammond

Russ Minas

Jensie Anderson

Jay

John Anderson
Spencer Austin

Gary

Philp Hardy

Sean Monson
Ed Montgomery
Happy Morgan

Sharon Donovan

Dave Harliss

John Morgan

Steven Averett

Dale Dorius

Royal Hansen

Connie Mower

Alan Barber

Shawn Draney

Milton Harmon

Duncan Murray

Judy Barking

Sandra Dredge

Ward Harper

Robin Nalder

Monica Barrus

Dave Eckersley

Nathan Hult

John

Adams

Cameron Denning

Dent
Dodge

Sidney Baucom

Keith Eddington

George Harris
Mike Harrison

Doug Baxter

Duke Edwards

Orval Harrison

Carol

Sarah Beauley

Peter Ennenga

Wiliam Ormond

Robert Neeley

Olsen

Bil Evans

David Hartwig
Dale Hatch

Paige Bigelow

MarkFarr

Joseph Hatch

James Park

Gene Birge

Les Feli

Wilam Parsons

David Bird

Steve Fenton
Dennis Ferguson

Tamara Hauge
Doug Haymore
Lyle Hilyard
Natasha Holley

Randy Philips

Jackson Howard

Riley Player

Dan

Berman

David Blaisdell

Robert Bornemeier
Michael Bouwhuis
Alan Boyack
Michael Boyle

Alen Bradshaw
Lorriane Braun
Rex Bray

Jeffrey Brown
Brown
Jim

Ferre
Clark Fetzer
Byron Fisher
Michelle Fitzjerald
Doug Flake
Brian Florence
Mark

Lori Fowlke
Dick
Fox

David Ostler

Phil Patterson
Robert Phillps

Nathan Hult

S.D. Poorman

R. Clayton Huntsman

Tony Redmond

Clair Jaussi

Ken Reeve

Willam Jeffs

Raymond Rounds

Jim

Jenkins

Curtis Jensen

John Schindler
RyanJ. Shaw

Charlie Freedman

Scott

Julie Bryan

Robert Froerer

Stephen Jewell

Dana Burrows
Jean Byrge

Dennis Ferguson
Byron Fisher

Chuck Carlston

Randall Gaither

Micheal Katz

Thomas Taylor

Richard Campbell

Kevin Gardner

Chase Kimbal

Laura Thompson

Ken Chamberlain

Robert Gilchrist

Dave Knowlton

Samuel Chamberlain
Sam Chiara
Brent Chipman
Howard Chuntz
Scott Clark
Padma Collns

Jim Giland

Steve Kuhnhausen

George Ventura
Paul Waldron

Ted Godfrey

David Lambert

Deanna Warden

Marlene Gonzales

Denise Larkin

Kim Washburn

David Larson

Scott Waterfall

Virginia Lee
Tom
Low

Justin Wayment

Thomas Crowther

Ron Goodman
Deirdre Gorman
Frederick Green
Robert Greene

Roberto Culas

Chris Greenwoood

Ramona

Joane Pappis White
Noal Whooten

Jinks Dabney

Roger Griffn

Malouf
Mann
Karen Martinez

David Grindstaff

Suzanne Marychild

Paul Young

Steven Gunn

Dennis Mathews

Carolyn Zeuthen

Willam Hadley

Ross McPhail
Richard Medsker
Tony Miles

Kristin Zimmerman

Scott Daniels
Bert Dart
David Day
A.R. (Trey) Days
James Deans
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Scott Hagen
Narrel Hall

Brent
Bart

Jensen
Johns
Johnson

Ray

Alen Sims

Genine P. Smith
Asael T. Sorenson

Sharon Sipes

Gary

Brent

Weight

young

~
WORKMAN
NYDEGüER
&SE~!:~r
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORAIlON

1000 EAGLE GATE TOWER

60 EAST SOLJ TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CITY, lJAH 84 I I I

TELEPHONE (80 I) 533-9800
FACSIMILE (80 I) 328-1707

RICK D, NYDEGGER
DAVID O. SEELEY
BRENT P LORIMER
THOMAS R, VUKSINICK
LARRY R, LAYCOCK
JONATHAN W. RICHARDS
DAVID R. WRIGHT
JOHN C, STRINGHAM
BRADLEY K, DESANDRO
JOHN M. GUYNN

CHARLES L, ROBERT
GREGORY M. TAYLOR
DANA L, TANGREN

KEVIN B, LAURENCE
ERIC L. MASCHOFF
CHARLES J, VEVERKA
ROBYN L. PHILLIPS
RICHARD C, GILMORE.

PATENT

RICHARD C, GILMORE
DAVID B. DELLENBACH
KEVIN K. JOHANSON

TRDEMARK
COPYRIGHT
TRADE SECRETS
UNFAIR COMPETON

L. DAVID GRIFFIN

R. BURNS ISRAELSEN
DAVID R, TODD
FRASER D. ROY

LICENSING
COMPLEX LITIGATION

CARL TREED
JESÚS JUANÓS i TIMONEDA, PH,D.
STEPHEN D. PRODNUK, PH.D,
R. PARRISH FREEMAN, JR,
PETR F. MALEN, JR,

MAILING ADDRESS
po. BOX 45862
SALT LAKE CrT. ur 84 I 45

ADRIAN J, LEE
KYLE H, FLiNDT

INTERNET

*ADMITD ONLY IN CALIFORNIA

HOME PAGE: HTP://V.WNSPATCOM

H. ROSS WORKMAN
OF COUNSEL

GENERAL E-MAIL: INFOR ~ WNSPATCOM

The Law Firm of

Workman, Nydegger & Seeley
Attorneys At Law

Are Pleased to Announce That

Dana L. Tangren
Has Become an Equity Shareholder of the Firm
and

Richard C. Gilmore

David B. Dellenbach
Kevin K. Johanson
Have Become N on- Equity Shareholders of the Firm
and

Peter F:Malen, Jr.
Adrian J. Lee
Kyle H. Flindt

Have Become Associates With the Firm
The Firm's Practice Continues to Emphasize
Patent, Trademark, Copyright, Trade Secret, Licensing and
Intellectual Property and Complex Litigation Matters,
with Particular Emphasis in Protecting Software, Electronic and
Computer Related Technologies, Chemical Arts, Semiconductor
Technology, and Medical Device and Biological Technologies.

Case Summaries
by DanielN. Torrence

HIGHWAY CHECKPOINTS/CRIMINAL LAW
State of

Utah v. DeBooy, 2000 UT 32, Utah Supreme Court Case

No. 981172, fied February 4, 2000., Appealed from Seventh
District, San Juan County, the Honorable Lyle R. Anderson.

tration certifcates, insurance certificates, driver's licenses, seat

Rosalie Reily, Monticello, for defendant.

belts, child restraints, alcohol violations, controlled substance

auto search led to a felony charge of possession of a controlled

substance, as wellas possession of ilegal fireworks and littering. The trial court denied DeBooy's motion to suppress the
evidence. DeBooy entered a conditional guilty plea and preserved his right

..

intrusive. It authorized police to inspect car and driver for a "

laundry list of possible violations involving license plates, regis-

questionedhirl about drugs and asked to search his car. The

.

Here, in contrast, the San Juan County checkpoint was far more

Plate, Asst. Att'ys Gen., Craig Hals, Monticello, for plaintiff;

highway checkpoint. Upon reaching the checkpoint, offcers

~

the individuaL.

Attorneys: Jan Graham, Att'y Gen., Joanne Slotnick, Norman

Henry DeBooy threw a Kleenex from his car as he approached a

~~'-

and the checkpoint's effectiveness against the intrusions upon

to

appeal the suppression issue. On appeal,

cle regulations. The Court reasoned that when many legal.. '

I

violations are searched for, the purpose of the checkpoint,'

~

becomes less a highway safety measure, and more a pretext to

stop all vehicles to search for any and al violations of the law.
This generalized stop and search occurs without any individual-

ized suspicion of a crime having been committed, much less

probable cause.
Also troubling to the Court was the total lack of guidelines for

tutional rights âgainst unreasonable search and seizure. The

the offcers. For example, while inspecting for "vehicle equip-

State argued that the checkpoint was properly authorized by

ment violations," car "A" might have only its headlights

and that the checkpoint statute is constitutional.

Utah Code § 77-23-101 et seq alows highway checkpoints if

checked, while car "B" would be subjected to a full diagnostic

exam. The Court ruled that such unbridled discretion is inherently unreasonable under the federal and state constitutions.

(1) the police submit a written plan to a magistrate describing,

among other things, the purpose of the checkpoint, including

However, the Court saw no need to rule the checkpoint statute

the inspection or inqúiiy to be conducted; and (2) the magis-

unconstitutionaL. Instead, the magistrate authorization of check-

trate makes an independent judicial determination that the plan

points must be "narrowly tailored and limited to inquiries

(a) appropriately minimizes the effects on the motorist, includ-

directly linked to promoting safe use of the highways." A magis-

ing the driver's delay, intrusion, fear, and anxety, and (b) also

trate may not "uncritically accept" the State's purpose for the

minimizes the offcers' discretion in conducting the stop.

checkpoint. Instead, the magistrate must (a) scrutinize the

First, the Court reasoned that littering, by itself, does not create
reasonable suspicion of possession of contraband. Littering only

becomes suspicious when approaching a police checkpoint.
a

State's purpose to determine if it is valid, and (b) scrutinize the

checkpoint plan to ensure each aspect of the checkpoint is
necessary using the criteria set forth in the statute.

Thus, for the search of DeBooy's auto to be legal, the check-

Here, the State did not meet its burden of demonstrating why it

point must be legaL.

was necessary to search for equipment violations at a sobriety

The Court reviewed the history of constitutional challenges to

highway checkpoints and notes that those ruled constitutional
by the U.S. Supreme Court in landmark decisions were specifi-

caly tailored to search for ilegal aliens or drunk drivers and
involved veiy brief initial stops. In such situations, the Supreme
"Court employs a balancing test that weighs the state's interests

(§ V~lum~ 1J N~. J
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violations, vehicle equipment violations, and commercial vehi-

DeBooy argued th.~t.the highway checkpoint violated his consti-

Utah Code,

i

checkpoint and failed to provide any guidelines as to what such

a search should entail or how it should be conducted. Because
these decisions were left entirely to the discretion of the offcers
in the field, this unbridled discretion violated the checkpoint
statute as well as the Fourth Amendment, and article I, section
14 of the Utah Constitution.

Dissent. In dissent, Justices Howe and Russon reasoned that

Attorneys: David R. Maddox, Sandy, for plaintiffs; Lewis B.

although the magistrate's order authorizing a checkpoint to

Quigley, Cliord J. Payne, Salt Lake City, for defendant:

detect vehicle equipment violations could conceivably be overly

broad if an officer unreasonably detained a motorist while

In September 1995, Melissa Hernandez had a party at her

home. She charged her guests five dollars for al the beer they

conducting an extensive search for equipment violations, that

wanted. During the party, she served beer to inebriated guests,

was not the case here. Here, the questioning and search were

including twenty-year-old Jason Martinez. In the course of the

done quickly and without the unreasonable delay that might

evening, Martinez threatened to injure other guêsts with a gun

take place if an extensive investigation of equipment violations

or knife he said he had with him. Nevertheless, Hernandez

was made. The defendant must be judged on the facts of this

continued to provide him with bèer and refused to call the

case, not on the "worst case" scenario posited by the majority

police, even though other guests urged Hernandez to do so. As

opinion. Justice Russon also wrote separately to disagree with

Mar-

the evening wore on, some of Hernandez' guests escorted

the majority's apparent ruling that vehicle checkpoints with

tinez out of Hernandez' home, where Martinez stabbed and

multiple purposes are unconstitutional. He states that the prob-

seriously wounded guests Brandon Gilger and Robert Montoya.

lem with the checkpoint plan in the instant case was not that it

Although Hernandez knew of the stabbing, she refused to call

listed several purposes, but that not all of its purposes were

for emergency aid to assist Gilger and Montoya and even

independently valid.

grabbed the phone from a guest who was attempting to call for
help. Eventually guests were able to use a neighbor's phone to

PERSONAL INjURYIDRASHOP ACT

Gilger and Montoya v. Hernandez, 2000 UT 23, Utah Supreme
Court Case No. 980031, fied

summon an ambulance.
Gilger and Montoya sued, alleged that (A) Hernandez was negli-

Januaiy 28,2000. Appealed from

Third District Court, Salt Lake County, the Honorable Sandra N.

gent "per se" for serving alcohol to minors, including

Peuler.

Martinez, in violation of Utah Code Ann. §§ 32A- 12-203; (B)

Jason
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Hernandez had a "special relationship" with her guests, includ-

must show, among other things, that Hernandez owed them

ing plaintiffs, that imposed a tort duty of reasonable care on her

some duty of care. With limited exceptions, a person has no

which she breached by:

affrmative duty to control the conduct of another. Under certain
circumstances, however, a "special relationship" may be found

(i) failing to properly supervise the party;

(ii) refusing to call police when Martinez threatened other
guests with physical violence;

(ii) refusing to summon an ambulance after Martinez stabbed
the plaintiffs; and
(iv) preventing other guests from summoning emergency aid.

that wil impose a duty.
Gilger and Montoya argued that as a result of the "special rela-

tionship" existing between themselves and Hernandez as host,

she had duties to (1) act reasonably to control Martinez, (2)
protect Gilger and Montoya from Martinez, (3) call for help
when injury occurred, and (4) not interfere with others

attempting to call for help.

The trial court dismissed their complaint for failure to state a
claim upon which relief may be granted. Gilger and Montoya

The Court ruled that a general duty between a social host and

appealed.

her guests would be "realstically incapable of performance" in
the usual circumstances. Moreover, there is nothing inherent in

On appeal, both parties agreed that under the version of the

Dramshop Act in place in September 1995, the Act did not

impose liability upon social hosts who serve beer to minors.
This was because the Act held liable only persons who provided

"liquor," and the definition of "liquor" did not include beer.

The issues on appeal were: (a) was there a pre-existing com-

the host-guest relationship that makes a guest particularly

dependent upon the host for protection when threatened by
an.other guest. For these reasons, the Court concludes that no

special relationship exists between a social host and a guest that

imposes on a social host a duty either to control one guest or to

protect another when one threatens to injure the other.

mon law liability for social hosts who serve alcohol to minors,

and (b) did the Dramshop Act pre-empt it?

The Court then addressed whether a special relationship arises
when the guest fals il or suffers serious injuiy at the host's

Without specificaly answering the first question, the Utah
Supreme Court holds that even if there were common law liabil-

ity for social hosts who serve beer to minors, such liability
would be pre-empted by the Dramshop Act.

abode, such that would give rise to a duty to provide or summon emergency aid. While not outlining the precise scope of

such a duty, the Court holds that where a guest falls il suffciently or is injured so as to lack the abilty to summon aid for

In making this determination, the Court uses a pre-emption

himself, a host has a duty to take reasonable steps to secure

model developed by United States Supreme Court for determin-

such aid. The facts aleged by Gilger and Montoya are enough to

ing when a federal statute pre-empts a state statute. This model

create a jury question on this issue.

looks first for "language in the statute revealing an explicit
legislative intent to pre-empt common law." If none is found, the

court should look to the statute's "structure and purpose" for
any implicit, pre-emptive intent. This could be shown by a

scheme of regulation "so pervasive" as to leave no room for

common law to supplement it; or an "irreconcilable conflct"

The final issue for the Court was whether Hernandez could be

held liable in negligence for actively preventing another guest
from using her phone to summon an ambulance for Gilger and
Montoya. In such a situation, where the defendant negligently

prevents another from receiving aid, the defendant may be
liable even without a host-guest relationship.

with the common law.

In summary, the Court affrmed in part, reversed in part, and
The Court finds the Dramshop Act does not expressly pre-empt

remanded for further proceedings.

the common law insofar as social hosts serving beer are concerned. However, the Act's "structure and purpose" and its

Dissent. Justice Durham disagrees with the majority's preemp-

overall comprehensive scheme of regulation suggests a purpose

tion analysis.

and intent to pre-empt inconsistent common law. Therefore,

She addresses four questions regarding the Dramshop Act:

plaintiffs' common law claims based on Hernandez as a social

host alcohol provider were properly dismissed.

1. Is there a third-party common law cause of action against
commercial vendors of alcohol? Although a majority of the

The Court next addresses Gilger and Montoya's negligence

claims. To prevail in a negligence claim, Gilger and Montoya
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Court concluded that such cause of action did not exist in

Adkins v. Uncle Bart's Inc., 2000 UT 14 (2000), she believes

that, because the Dramshop Act does not seek to accomplish

two cases decided before the enactment of the Dramshop Act

the same purposes as the Liabilty Reform Act, the Liability

indicate that a third-party common law cause of action against

Reform Act's comparative fault principles do not apply to the

commercial vendors may exist.

Dramshop Act.

2. Is there a third-party common law cause of action against
social hosts who provide alcohol to guests? The majority
declines to undertake the analysis and decides that, even if such

CIVIL RIGHTSILDLORD TENANT LAW

Malibu Investment Company v. Sparks, 2000 UT 30, Utah
Supreme Court Case No. 980199, fied

a cause of action exists, it is pre-empted by the Dramshop Act.

Justice Durham believes the Dramshop Act does not indicate an

intention be a comprehensive ordering of al the liabilty ques-

January 31,2000.

Appealed from the Third District, West Valley, the Honorable
Matthew B. Durrant.

tions arising from the provision of alcohol by social hosts. Thus,

Attorneys: James R. Boud, Troy K. Walker, Sandy, for plaintif;

the Court should engage in an independent analysis of whether

Russell A. Cline, Michael Crippen, Salt Lake City, for defendant.

a common law cause of action ought to co-exist with the

InJuly 1994, Kathy Sparks purchased a mobile home located at

Dramshop Act.

Malbu's Byde-A-Wyle Haciendas Mobile Home Park (the

3. Does the Dramshop Act pre-empt a third-party common law

"Park"). The lease required Sparks to abide by the Park's rules

cause of action against social hosts? Justice Durham believes the

and regulations. From the beginning, Sparks resided at the

limited goals and narrow remedies of the Dramshop Act indi-

Park with her two daughters. In December 1996, one of Sparks'

cate that the legislature did not intend for the Act to provide the

da~ghters gave birth to a baby boy. The Park manager knew

sole remedy against alcohol providers when third parties are

Sparks' grandchild was living there. In March 1997, the Park

injured by intoxicated guests.

adopted new rules and later served Sparks with two notices of

4. Do the comparative fault principles of the Liability Reform
Act apply to Dramshop Act cases? Justice Durham concludes

rules violations. Both referred to numerous violations of Park
rules related to the repair and maintenance of her mobile
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f
home. Sparks neglected to cure all of the violations and

Park being in similar or worse condition. In a somewhat circu-

neglected to obtain a variance. Additionally, the Park said she

lar argument, the Court rules this bad faith argument irrelevant

was violating a rule by having "more than one family" living

because Malibu's eviction proceedings were "proper under the

together. Malbu fied a complaint seeking to evict Sparks.

lease and the MHPRA."

Sparks defended by contending that she did not breach her

Regarding Sparks' Fair Housing claims, the Court notes that,

lease. In the alternative, Sparks aleged that she was excused

under both the Federal Fair Housing Act and the Utah Fair

from complying because the eviction notices were (1) uncon-

Housing Act, it is unlawfl to discriminate against any person

scionable, (2) a breach of contract, (3) a breach of the implied

renting property because of, among other things, "familial

covenant

of good faith and fair dealing, and (4) a violation of

the state and federal fair housing acts.

II

status." This generally refers to housing discrimination because
a child lives with a parent or legal guardian. A plaintiff may

Malibu and Sparks moved for summary judgment. The trial

recover under this portion of the Fair Housing laws by success-

court granted summary judgment in favor of Malibu, conclud-

fully aleging either of two theories.

ing that the alleged fair housing violations were no defense to

Under a "disparate treatment" theory, the plaintiff must show

the eviction action. The trial court denied Sparks' motion for

that the landlord has intentionally treated the plaintiff diferently

summary judgment, concluding that Sparks lacked standing and

from other persons or groups.

that her arguments were meritless.

A plaintiff can show disparate treatment through one of two

Sparks appealed both (1) the trial court's granting of summary

methods. The "direct method" requires a plaintif to show an

judgment for Malibu on its eviction claim, and (2) the court's

action that is explicitly, facially discriminatory. The defendant

finding of no triable issue of fact on Malibu's alleged violations

must then show that it would have taken action against the

of the fair housing acts.

plaintiff anyway. The Court found Sparks has failed to establish "

The purposes of the Utah Mobile Home Park Residency Act (the

an intent to discriminate and failed to refute Malibu's valid

"MHPRA") are twofold: providing park owners with speedy and

justifcations for her eviction.

adequate remedies against residents who violate the terms of

The "pretextual" method requires the plaintiff to show that

their tenancy; and second, to protect park residents from actual

the defendant's purported justification for an allegedly discrimi-

or constructive eviction by park owners.

natory action is merely a pretext for discrimination. If the

The MHPRA allows mobile home park owners to promulgate

landlord presents multiple good faith justifications for an evic-

rules related to the "health, safety, and appropriate conduct" of

tion, the tenant must show that the justifications are merely a

residents and to "maintenance and upkeep" of the park. It also

pretext for discrimination. Otherwise, any aleged discrimina-

provides a procedure for enforcement. As long as the rule deals

tion is immateriaL.

with these issues, the park owner may enforce the rule by serv-

The Court held that, because Malibu set forth multiple justifica-

ing a notice that sets forth the violation and the time within ,
which the resident may cure the problem. If the resident fails to

cure, the park owner may terminate the lease and commence

tions for evicting Sparks and she failed to show the justification~

were pretextual, Sparks could not prove Malibu's purported

justifications were pretextual.

eviction proceedings.

Under a "disparate impact" theory, the plaintiff must show an

Here, Sparks was cited for various violations related to repair

apparently neutral policy results in a discriminatory effect.

and maintenance; she admitted that she neither cured the viola-

tions nor requested a variance. Under these facts, the Utah

The Court held that Sparks failed to show a "disparate impact"

Supreme Court rules that these violations satisfied the statute

because she pointed to no general policy of Malibu that caused

because they were related to the "health, safety, and appropriate

a differential impact on a particular group or class of people

conduct" and to "maintenance and upkeep." The MHPRA per-

and also because case law established that a single act is insuff-

nuts park owners to demand strict compliance, so even

cient to constitute a disparate impact.

substantial compliance stil subjected Sparks to eviction.

In short, the Court upheld the granting of summary judgment in

Sparks' bad faith defense was based on evidence that Malibu

singled hêr out for evictioh deSpitetrany mobi1horiês in the
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favor of landlord Malibu and the denial of al Sparks' Fair Housing claims. (The Court'notes that it did not consider whether

:1

Malibu's one-family rule and the seven-day notice are "statements indicating discrimination" on the basis

of familial status,

stitutes direct or circumstantial evidence from which a jUlY
. could infer that Malibu intended to evict Sparks because ofthe

(a §section 3604(c) claim) because the issue was not raised in
the trial court.)

presence of her grandchild. Any supposed "good-faith justifica-

Dissent. In a lengthy dissent, Justice Durham argues that mate-

Furthermore, even if a burden-shifing analysis were used,

rial facts are in dispute that preclude summary judgment. Basic

Sparks has countered some of Malbu's justifcations with testi-

principals of federal and state fair housing law require that a

mony that contradicts the assertions regarding her "numerous"

tions" for Sparks' eviction are thus irrelevant.

landlord cannot rely upon other alleged lease violations as a

and/or "unregistered" guests. Summary judgment should not

basis for eviction until after the discrimination claim is adjudi-

have been granted with regard to the seven-day notice because

cated. Here, Malibu's seven-day notice was facially

both Malibu's intent and the underlying violations are disputed.

discriminatory. It stated: "You are violating Rule 7 #3 because

you have more people living in the home than you are registered with. ...You must cure this by removing evry body (sic)
except for you & your 2 daughters." Taken in the light most
favorable to Sparks, the notice shows intent by Malibu to evict

The majority relies on Sparks' admission of several mainte-

nance violations as "dispositive" on the issue of summary
judgment. What the majority ignores, according to Justice

Durham, is that requiring Sparks to cure the maintenance violations before litigating whether the notice was discriminatory

Sparks because her grandchid was living with her.
would force her to spend her scarce

resources making repairs

Regarding Sparks' disparate treatment claim, Justice Durham

ana then possibly be evicted anyway (if the seven-day notice

cites case law establishing that when direct evidence is used to

were found to be legal).

show that a discriminatory housing decision was made, the

burden shifing analysis is inappropriate. Here, the notice con-

Justice Durham also disagrees with the Court's refusal to con-

sider Sparks' section 3604(c) claim. She points out that there
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have been numerous occasions in which the Court has reached

There are several exceptions to this rule, such as an intervening

an issue notwithstanding its being presented for the first time on

change in circumstances, a change in the relevant law, or when

appeal. This is especially true when the matter is of "suffcient

the first ruling was clearly erroneous and wil infect the subse-

public concern," such as the area of housing discrimination.

quent proceedings

Because section 3604(c) prohibits making a housing rental
notice indicating any famial status limitation or preference, the

seven-day notice here clearly raised an issue of fact.

with error.

Here, none of these exceptions apply. The first judge, Judge

Dawson, relied on clear language in prior case law to the effect

that comparative fault does not apply where dramshop liabilty

The seven-day notice also arguably violated Utah landlord-

is at issue. When the second judge, Judge Bean, was asked to

tenant law by not specifyng whether the "everybody" required

address the issue, nothing had changed. Tlìè Court therefore

to move out referred to her grandson or other alleged house

afrms Judge Bean's ruling based on the law of the case doctrine.

guests. Thus, this notice was vague and lacked specific informa-

tion as to how Sparks could remedy the situation. Under these
circumstances, the landlord's notice may not have complied
with basic landlord-tenant law or the MHPRA.

However, the Court also examnes the merits of the underlying
issue, and concludes that the Dramshop Act is subject to the

dictates of the comparative fault statute. The mere fact that the

Act prescribes a form of strict liabilty rather than traditional

Furthermore, Justice Durham argues, inasmuch as housing is

negligence does not exclude it from application of the compara-

one of the basic necessities of lie, the termination of a lease is

tive fault statute.

an event requiring strong safeguards to protect tenants from
losing their homes without adequate opportunity to cure. This is

In so ruling, the Court overrules Reeves v. Gentile, 813 P.2d
111,116 (Utah 1991).

especialy true in the context of a mobile home park, where

tenants often lack the means to adequately defend their rights.

Reeves conclusorily held that principles of comparative fault

were not applicable as between dierent dramshops contribut-

COMPARTIVE NEGLIGENCEIRAPSHOP ACT

ing to the same injury, but were applicable as between

Martinez and Durrant v. Red Flame, Inc. 2000 UT 22, Utah

dramshops and plaintiffs. Reeves did not address the question

Supreme Court Case No. 980094, medJanuary 28,2000.

of apportioning fault between dramshops and intoxicated per-

Appealed from the Second District, Farmington, the Honorable

sons causing injuries, nor did it provide any reasoning

K. Roger Bean.

Attorneys: Bryan 1. McDougal, Sandy, for Durrant and Martinez;
Scott W. Christensen, Jason M. Kerr, Salt Lake City, for Red Flame.

suggesting which of its two competing rationales would govern

that question. Moreover, to the extent Reeves based its holding

upon the premise that strict liabilty cannot be included in
comparative fault calculations, that holding is rebutted by the

Martinez drove drunk alegedly warmed by alcohol provided by

plain language of the comparative fault statute and the Court's

Red Flame. His girlfriend, Durrant, was injured. She settled with

subsequent decisions.

Martinez's insurer and released all claims against Martinez. She
also sued Red Flame under the Dramshop Act.

Thus, if Red Flame now brings a motion to allocate Martinez's /
fault, Red Flame may be entitled to apportion Martinez's pro-

Red Flame tried to me a third-party complaint against Martinez

portionate share of fault to offset its own liability under the

to offset its own liabilty by apportioning Martinez's comparative

Dramshop Act.

fault. The trial court held that, under the Dramshop Liabilty Act,

principles of comparative fault were inapplicable as between an
intoxicated driver and a provider of alcohoL. Red Flame then

fied a separate action against Martinez, and the two cases were
consolidated and assigned to a diferent judge. Martinez moved

to dismiss the complaint, and the trial court granted the motion
based on the "law of the case" doctrine. The Supreme Court
reviewed that order on interlocutory appeaL.

Concurring opinion. Chief Justice Howe reluctantly concurs.
He believes the intent of the Dramshop Act as originally enacted

was to make dramshops liable without regard to the fault of the
intoxicated person and he agrees with

Justice Durham that the

Dramshop Act was intended to be both punitve and regulatory
as well as compensatory to injured third parties. However, he
feels constrained by the language of the Liabilty Reform Act,

which diluted the Dramshop Act and abolished joint and several

The "law of the case doctrine" prevents one district court judge

liabilty.

from overruling another district court judge of equal authority.
Dissenting opinion. Justice Durham dissented.
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PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE

their liability. Plaintifs cannot be held to be contributorily negli-

Steiner Corp. v. Johnson & Higgins of California, et aI, 2000

gent unless their negligence is causally connected to their

UT 21, Utah Supreme Court Case No. 9981732, fied

January 28,

injury. Thus, a client may be injured if a professional fails to

2000. On certification from the United States District Court for

fulfll his responsibilties to him. For a client to be contributorily

the District of Utah, the Honorable J. Thomas Greene.

negligent, his negligence must relate or contribute to the

Attorneys: Peter W. Billngs, Jay B. Bell, John E. S. Robson, for

plaintiff; David A. Greenwood, Lisa R. Petersen, and Robert A.

aleged injury caused by the professional stemming from the
professional relationship.

Lewis, San Francisco, for defendants; Louis A. Craco, Richard 1.

The Utah Supreme Court notes that other courts have barred

Klein, Kristin Branson, New York City, and Gary F. Bendinger,

contributory negligence defenses based on the plaintif's actions

Milo Steven Marsden, Salt Lake City, for amicus American Insti-

taken before obtaining the services of a professional. These

tute of Certifed Public Accountants.
Steiner Corporation sued Johnson & Higgins ("J&H"), an actu-

arial firm, for professional malpractice and breach of contract.
It aleged thatJ&H improperly handled aspects of Steiner's

cases have a common thread: each reached its conclusions by
focusing on the injury for which relief was sought in the case

rather than on the condition for which the plaintif sought professional help.

employee retirement plan. Following a bench trial, the trial

In applying this reasoning, the Court concludes that a pre-

court entered judgment in favor of Steiner on one of its claims,

existing condition that a professional is called upon to resolve

but rejected Steiner's primary claim of professional malpractice

can~ot be the cause, either proximate or direct, of the profes-

byJ&H.

sional's faiure to exercise an appropriate standard of care in

Both parties appealed and the United States Court of Appeals for

the Tenth Circuit affrmed in part, reversed in part, vacated in

part, and remanded. On remand, the trial court again ruled in
J&H's favor on Steiner's claim of professional malpractice,

finding that plaintif Steiner was sixty percent negligent in

0) creating the benefit plan which it alleged J&H had
mishandled;

(2) failing to consult a lawyer regarding the plan; and
(3) failing to act even with the knowledge that the plan was
problematic.

fulfllng his duties. To decide otherwise would alow professionals to avoid responsibilty for the very duties they undertake
to perform. A doctor, for example, might be able to avoid liability for negligently treating an injured person because the patient
negligently had run a trafc light and was injured.

Here, the "injury" sustained by Steiner was the "loss of the
opportnity to change the formula" of its employee retirement plan.

J&H committed malpractice by failing to give advice and provide
cost estimates in a timely manner, causing Steiner to lose the

opportunity to change the formula. The negligent acts of Steiner
preceded the omission by J&H and therefore did not relate to
the injury aleged to have been caused by J&H's negligence.

Steiner again appealed, arguing the trial court erred in finding
Steiner's negligence comparatively greater than that ofJ&H. The

The second certifed question was whether a plaintiff's negligent

Tenth Circuit again reversed and remanded for a determination

acts in causing or contributing to the situation that the plaintiff /

of causation and damages. On remand, the trial court certifed

hired a professional to resolve can be considered in determining

the following questions to the Utah Supreme Court:

causation and damages. The Court holds that the same analysis
applies equaly to this question. Only when the neglgence of the

Whether the negligent acts of a plaintiff in causing or contribut-

ing to the situation that the plaintiff hired a professional to

resolve can be the basis for a comparative or contributory

plaintiff is "causaly connected" to the injury can the damages

awarded to the plaintif be reduced proportionately.

negligence defense, and

DUE PROCESS/CRIMINAL LAW

Whether a plaintiff's negligent acts in causing or contributing to

State v. Bennett, 2000 UT 25, Utah Supreme Court Case No.

the situation the plaintif hired a professional to resolve can be

980072, fied

considered in determining causation and damages.

trict, Tooele Department, the Honorable Tyrone Medley.

The defenses of comparative and contributory negligence are

Attorneys: Jan Graham, Atty Gen., Joanne C. Slotnik, Asst. Att'y

sometimes available to tort defendants as a means of decreasing

Gen., Salt Lake City, and John Kelly West, Tooele, for plaintiff;

January 28,2000. Appealed from the Third Dis-
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DavidJ. Angerhofer, Salt lake City, for defendant.

In October 1991, Eugene Reed Bennett went to trial on charges
of sodomy and rape of a child. Just prior to the first day of trial,
Bennett received the clothing he had been wearing when he was
booked into jail a few months earlier. Because Bennett had
gained weight while incarcerated, his pants tore when he put

them on. For the first day of trial, Bennett wore the only other

Justice Durham also concurs, but writes at length to explain that

she would groùnd the result not on federal due process
requirements, but instead on the Court's inherent supervisory

power. Using this power, the Court may presume prejudice "in

circumstances where it is unnecessary and il-advised to pursue
a case-by-case inquiry to weigh actual prejudice."
Dissent. District Judge Lyle R. Anderson has no quarrel with

clothing available to him, a blue jumpsuit, clearly marked with

the outcome of Chess. He writes that the actual holding of Chess

the label "Tooele County Jail" stenciled in block letters across

went beyond what the reasoning supported, and adopted a rule

the back. Bennett wore the jail jumpsuit during jury selection

mandating reversal in every case where a defendant stands trial

and the first part of his triaL. The court did not inquire why

in jail clothing, unless an on-the-record inquiry shows an intel-

Bennett was dressed in this manner, and Bennett's attorney did

ligent and conscious decision to stand trial in jail clothing.

not request a postponement or continuance until civilan clothing could be obtained: On the second day of trial, Bennett's

mother brought civilian clothing, which he wore. The jury convicted Bennett of two counts of sodomy on a child and one

count of rape of a child.

On appeal, Bennett asserted that his appearance in jai clothing

He believes the result is that, although virtualy every trial judge

knows that defendants have the right to trial in street clothes,

virtualy no trial judge knows that an on-the-record inquiry
must establish a conscious and intellgent decision to waive this

right. In short, he would overrule Chess to the extent that it
purports to require more than a showing of prejudice.

violated his right to due process. The State's position on appeal
conceded that follo.wing a prior Utah Su~reme Court decision,

Chess v. Smíth, 617 P.2d 341 (Utah 1980), would require

reversal and urged the Court to overrule Chess. In Chess, a
defendant was tried in jail clothing even though he had objected
to his attorney but his attorney had failed to convey that objec-

tion to the court. The Utah Supreme Court in Chess held that a

defendant is entitled to appear at trial in civilan clothing unless
the defendant affrmatively waives that right.

Declining to overrule Chess, the Utah Supreme Court reversed
Bennett's conviction.

Concurring opinions. Justice Zimmerman concurred, and

chided the State for "ignoring the fact that we do not lightly

overrule our prior opinions." He writes that the Court wil not
I

overrule prior cases unless it is "clearly convinced that the rule
'I

was originally erroneous or is no longer sound because of

changing conditions and that more good than harm wil come
!I

by departing from precedent." He concludes that "the only solid

reason I can find for the State's taking the extraordinary step of

seeking an overruling of Chess is a concern that the evidence
against defendant is overwhelming and the State does not want

us to reverse the conviction. But such a result-oriented

approach is not a legitimate basis for overruling a prior decision of this court. Reversals are part of the price we pay for
having a system of law, rather than a system of ad hoc results. If

the evidence is so strong, there is no reason to think that if the

defendant is tried again, the same result would not be reached."
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Great idea.
'Advertising in the Utah Bar Journal

is a really great idea. Reasonable rates and
a circulation of approximately 7,000!

Call for more information:
Laniece Roberts · (801) 538-0526
Lorie Ng · (801) 530-4971

ZAHLER

PRINCE, YEATES & GELD

Is Pleased To Announce That

Michael N. Zundel, shareholder
Litigation, Business Law, Bankruptcy
email: mnzCipyglaw.com

William G. Marsden~ shareholder
Real Estate, Litigation, Creditors' Rights, Bankruptcy
email: wgmCipyglaw.com

Richard H. Thornton, shareholder
Real Estate, Commercial Loans, Business Law
email: rhtCipyglaw.com

Allen Sims, shareholder
Tax, Estate

Planning, Business Law, Municipal Law
email: asCipyglaw.com

Matthew T. Wirthlin, associate
Real Estate, Business,Law
email: mtwCipyglaw.com

Cathleen C. Gilbert, associate
Business Law, Civil Litigation, Estate Planning
email: ccgCipyglaw.com

Glenn R. Bronson, associate
Civil Litigation, Bankruptcy
email: grbCipyglaw.com

James W. McConkie III, associate
Civil Litigation
email: jwmCipyglaw.com

Have Joined Our Firm

Prince, Yeates & Geldzahler
City Centre I, Suite 900
175 East 400 South

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
(801) 524-1000
FAX: (801) 524-1099
Bankruptcy. Business/Corporate/Commercial

Estate Planning & Probate. EnvironmentallWater Law

Family Law,. Financial Institutions
Labor & Employment Law. Litigation
Real Estate. Tax

Utah Bar foundation '
Utah Bar Foundation Hires New Executive Director
The Trustees of the Uta Bar Foundation

bution, and fids new ways to contribute, the Foundation can

have selected as a new Executive Director,

accomplish more for the indigent and educational programs of

Staci Maks-Souval, to replace long time

uta." In an era of dwindlig federal and state resources for most

employee, Zoe Brown, who recently retired.

organizations, private sources have been forthcomig to replenish

For approxiately one decade, Staci has

funds - but the momentum must be continued. Operations of the

worked in the Third District Court, private

Fòundation wil be computerized with electronic spreadsheets.

law firms, and the State of Utah. Staci

Long-term goals include increasing public awareness of the

merges the disciplines of History, Hand R Block Tax School,

impact and residuum from Foundation grants, and locating alter-

Paralegal Certcations, and most recently her studies at the Uni-

native sources of income for the Foundation to supplement the

versity of Uta, Executive Master of Public Admistration (M.P.A.)

IOLTA interest currently generated. Questions or comments

to face the chalenges of augmenting the Trustees' management of

regarding the establishment of an attorney/firm trust fund or the

a non-profit organization. In terms of short-term goals, Staci

Utah Bar Foundation generaly should be directed to her.

believes: "the first part of the miennum wil be touted as a

"The Trustees are delighted to have been able to hire someone

decade of service - countervaing the excesses of the 1980-early

1990's. Firm administrators, smal firms and solo practitioners

should insure the trust funds they contribute to yield a reasonable

with Staci's outstading background and qualcations. Her energy

and creativity wi help the Foundation better fulf its mission in
the coming years", said Foundation President Randy Dryer.

return If each attorney maxmizes his or her incrementa contri-

2000 IOLTA Grant Application

Utah Bar Foundation

Procedures

Trustee Election

Organizations seeking a Utah Bar Foundation 2000 grant may

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVN, in accordance with the bylaws of the

obtain an application form from the Utah Bar Foundation offce

Utah Bar Foundation, that an election of two trustees to the

listed above. The deadle to submit applications for 2000 grant(s)

Board of Trustees of the Foundation wil be finalized at the

is May 31, 2000. The application consists of a financial budget

annual meeting of the Foundation held in conjunction with the

supported by

a narrative proposal not to exceed eight pages. The

trustees prefer grant applications, which specificaly describe the

purpose of the request, and how the funds are to be used. Those
receiving grants must agree to report the use of the funds.

The Utah Bar Foundation was organized in 1963 as a non-profit
charitable corporation. Al

licensed members of the Utah State

2000 Utah State Bar in San Diego, Californi~. Each positon is

assigned a three-year term.
Nominations may be made by any member of the Foundation
(every attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Utah is
also a member of the Foundation) by submission of a written

nominating petition identifing the nominee, who must be an

Bar are automatically members of the Foundation and can

active attorney duly licensed to practice law in Utah. Petitions

make direct contributions and/or participate in the interest on

must be signed by at least twenty-five attorneys who are also

Lawyers Trust Account (IOLTA) Program that generates funds

duly licensed to practice law in Utah.

for grants. A seven member Board of Trustees administers these

funds and awards grants annually to community agencies that

Petitions should be mailed to the Utah Bar Foundation, and
must be received on or before April

support legal servces to the disadvantaged, improve the admin-

istration of justice, support law-related education and other

law-related purposes. In 1998, $325,333 was awarded, for a

combined grant total of 2.5 millon since 1985.

30, 2000. Nominating

petition forms can be picked up at the Foundation offce or
requested by telephone. The election wil be conducted by
secret ballot mailed to all active members of the Foundation or

or before May 31,2000. Winners of the election wil be
announced at the Bar's annual meeting.
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legal Assistants Division
by Kay D. Hanson, CLAS
There are four states (Calornia, Florida, Louisiana and Texas)

At the request of the Board of Bar Commissioners of the Utah

that have state specific tests available but these are taken on a

State Bar, the Legal Assistant Division of the Utah State Bar

voluntary basis. In California and Texas, legal assistants/parale-

researched the issue of legal assistant/paralegal activity in other

gals must pass the National Association of Legal Assistant's exam

states. We visited web sites, made telephone cals and studied

(the CLA), before they can take the state test. The following is a

articles. This is what we found.

breakdown of activity in other states with regard to legal assistants/paralegals:

There is no mandatory regulation of legal assistants/paralegals.

Guidelines

State
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"':¡~~~i ~~~¡~t~~~~~~~~ot use this designation if they do not meet the definition of a legal assistant. $1,000 fine.
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AND JUSTICE FOR ALL

On

February 24, 2000, lawyers across the State announced

. their commitment for the 2000 "AN JUSTICE FOR ALL" campaign.

Matheson, Jr.-University öf Utah; Ellen M. Maycock-Kruse,
Landa & Maycock; Charlotte 1. Miller-IOMEGA; Debra J. Moore-

The campaign is a collaborative effort of the Disabilty Law Cen-

Utah Attorney General's Offce; John T. Nielsen-Intermountain

ter, Legal Aid Society of Salt Lake and Utah Legal Servces to

Health Care; Michael P. O'Brien-Jones, Waldo, Holbrook &

secure a stable, legal profession-based, source of funding for

McDonough; Martin N. Olsen-Olsen & Olsen; ClaytonJ. Parr-

civil legal servces to the poor and people with disabilties. The

Parr, Waddoups, Brown, Gee & Loveless;

exciting goal announced by Alan Sullvan is to have 2000 attor-

Callster Nebeker & McCullough; Richard A. Rappaport-Cohne

neys donating to the campaign in 2000. This means we need to

Rappaport & Segal; Mark Robinson-Robinson & Seiler; Janet

increase the number of attorneys that are givig by 800 attorneys.

Smith-Ray, Quinney & Nebeker; Stephen D. Swindle-Van Cott,

Dorothy C. Pleshe-

Bagley, Cornwal & McCarthy; Peggy A. Tomsic-Berman &
In its inaugural year, the 1999 "AN JUSTICE FOR ALL" campaign

successfully raised $410,000 to ensure equal justice for al
Utahns. These funds have allowed the agencies to serve more

O'Rorke and Elizabeth A. Whitsett-Huntsman Corporation
An attorney's contribution to

'fwD JUSTICE FOR ALL" will meet

. citizens in need than ever before-but thousands stil go without

all or a portion of his or her obligation under Rule 61 of the

assistance. The George & Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation has

Utah Rules of Professional Conduct. The suggested contribu-

pledged a $100,000 challenge grant for the Campaign to help in

tion is the dollar equivalent of tivô billable hours. All

obtaining the goal of getting 2000 Utah attorneys to donate to
the "and

Justice for al" campaign in 2000.

Another exciting development in the Campaign is the matching

donations are fully tax deductible. Checks should be made
payable to 'fwD JUSTICE FOR ALL", 225 South, 200 East,' Suite

100, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84111.

gif of $25,000 from the Dr. W. C. Swanson Family Foundation in

Ogden. This gif wil be used to stimulate gifs from smal firms
and solo practitioners, especially from the northern region of
the State.

In order to achieve these goals, the Campaign relies on the
volunteer leadership of Leadership Committee Members. Serv-

ing as Campaign Chair is Alan Sullvan-Snell & Wilmer. Other
committee members are:' Craig W. Anderson-Salt Lake County

Attorney's Offce; Michele Ballantyne-University of Utah Offce

of General Counsel; Mark K. Buchi-Holme Roberts & Owens;
Richard Burbidge-Burbidge & Mitchell; Jeffeiy Filore-Parsons

I would like to thank the members of the Bar Exam-

Behle & Latimer; Paul F. Graf-Utah Attorney General's Offce, St.

iners, Bar Examiners Review, and Character and

George; David R. Hamilton-Smith, Anderson, Knowles, Hamil-

Fitness Committees for volunteering their time for

ton & Mansfield; Reese Hansen-J. Reuben Clark School of Law;

the February bar examination. Your time and efforts

Jim Holtkamp-LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene, & McRae LLP; James C.

were very much appreciated.

Jenkins-Olson & Hoggan; DavidJ. Jordan-Stoel Rives; Gary 1.

Johnson-Richards, Brandt, Miller & Nelson; Neil Kaplan-Clyde

Snow Sessions & Swenson; Bruce N. Lemons- Holland & Hart;
Ralph R. Mabey-LeBoeuf Lamb Greene & MacRae; Brent V.

Manning-Manning, Bradshaw, Curtis & Bednar; Steve Marsden-Giaque, Crockett, Bendinger & Peterson; Scott M.
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Thank you again,
Darla C. Murphy
Admissions Administrator

. . . that 319 new
lawyers (270 law
students and 4F

. . . that Bar

membership grew
2,051 (40%) over

îß last ten years,

out-of-state
lawyers) were

fr 5,102 to

admitted to the

7, lawyers now

d to practice
Utah

Bar in 1999

now.

..

. . . that recent surveys sho

. . . that the geographic

the practice demographics 0

distribution of Utah's lawyers

Utah lawyers as:

on

Solo Practitioners

Government Practice

January 1,2000 is:

First District 114

Firms of 2-5 Lawyers

Second District 493
Third District 4,185

Firms of 6-25 Lawyers

Fourth District 594

"Other" 12%

Fifh-Eighth Districts 302

Firms of 26+ Lawyers 11 %

Out-of-State 1,465

Corporate Counsel 10%

TOTAL 7,153
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Clf Calendar

DATES TInE

PLACE, TIME, CLE CREDIT, PRICE

3-9 thni 11-00 Uta State Bar Mid-Year Meeting

Dixe Center, St. George, Utah; $180.00 before 2/11; $210 afer 2/11;
9.5 Hrs. CLE (2 ethics/3NLCLE and Salt Lake Co. Bar Film)

3-16-00 ALI-ABA: 1) Retirement Plan

Distribution Fundamentals for
Estate Planners; 2) Financial

Law &Justice Center: 1000 a.m.- 12:00 p.m.; 2 hrs CLE; Program 2)
12:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m.; 2 hrs CLE; $125 per program or $195 if registering for both. To register: 1 -800-CLE-NEWS or on ww.ali-aba.org.

Planning and the Practice of Law
3-23-00 Employment Law: 11e HirelFire

Law &

Justiçe Center: 5:30-8:30 p.m.; 3 hrs CLElLCLE; $40 YLD, $55

all others.

Mire (and Other Messy Stuff

3-28-00 ALI-ABA: Hot Issues in
Employment Law & Litigation

3-29-00 Trial Academy 2000: Part II

Law &Justice Center: 1000 a.m.-2:00 p.m.; 4 hrs CLE; $165; to
register: 1 -800-CLE-NEWS or on ww.ali-aba.org.
Gore Auditorium, Westminster College: 6:00-8:00 p.m.; 2 hrs
CLElLCLE; $30 YLD, $40 Litigation Section Members, $50 nonmem-

Opening Statements

ber per seminar. For six part series: $150 YL, $200 Litigation
Section Members, $250 non-members.

3-30-00
..

3-31-00

ALI-ABA: Health Plans, HIPAA, and
COBRA Update

Law &Justice Center: 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.; 4 hrs CLE; $165; to
register: 1 -800-CLE-NEWS or on www.ali-aba.org.

Estate Planning: Exploring the

Law &

Justice Center: 9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.; 6 hrs CLE; $110.

PU: Copyright & Trademark Law

Law &

Justice Center: 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.: $299; 6 Hrs. CLE. To

for the Nonspecialist; Understand-

register: 1-215-243- 1 60 1

Charitable Remainder Trust &
Irrevocable Trust
4-6-00

ing the Basics"

4-6, 7, & 8-00

i

ADR Symposium: Partisanship,

Law &Justice Center: Workshops April

6, 2000. 6.5 Hrs. CLE, $ 125,

Partnership & Peace: 11e Role of

$ 1 10 for the Mediation-Advocacy Workshop for ADR Section Mem-

the 11ird Side

bers - Symposium April 7 & 8,2000, 15 hrs CLE (up to 3 in ethics)
$200 before 3-31-00, $225 after 3-31-00 plus

..

$

15Jor MCLE fees.

Includes Ury Lecture. Additional lecture ticket $20 each.

For current seminar infonnation and registration, access our Website at www.utahbar.orglcle.
r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
,

i REGISTRTION FORM

: Registration for each seminar must be received at least 2 days prior to ensure availabilty. Cancellations must be
received in writing 48 hours prior to seminar for refund, unless otherwise indicated. Door registrations are
accepted on a first come, first served basis, plus a 25% late charge unless otherwise indicated.
Registration for (Seminar Title(s)):

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Name:

Bar No.:

phone No.:

Total $

Payment: D Check

Credit Card: D VISA
DAMEX

o MasterCard

Card No.

Exp. Date

,
,
,
,
,
,

1.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.1
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DATES
4- 1 7-00

TITLE

PLACE, TIME, CLE CREDIT, PRICE

Law & Economics: Anti-Trust and

Law &

the Microsoft Case

Romaine, Economist, Charles River Associates, Washington, D.C.

4-20-00

Real Property Annual Practice
Seminar

4-20-00

Primer: What To Do When Your
Client Has Fallen and Can't Get Up

4-21-00

Collection Law First Annual
Practice Seminar

4-23-00

ALI-ABA: Annual Spring Employee
Benefits Law & Practice Update

Law &

Justice Center: 1.5 hours, $35,12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m. Craig
Justice Center: 4 Hrs. CLE; Price TBA; 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Justice Center: 3 Hrs. 5:30-8:30 p.m. CLE/LCLE; $40 YL,
$55 other. Door registrants add $10.

Law &

Law &

Justice Center: 4 Hrs. CLE; Price TBA; 8:00 a.m. - noon

Law &

Justice Center: 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.: $165; 4 Hrs CLE. To

register: 1 -800-CLE-NEWS or on ww.al-aba.org.

NATIONAL CLE CONFERENCE
In cooperation with the Utah State Bar
Co-Sponsored by

ABA Criminal Justice Section, Utah Prosecution Council

Utah Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers

March 30-31, 2000, Park City, Utah
THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 2000
8:00 a.m. DNA Evidence - Barry Scheck, NY, NY

10:15 a.m. Utah Legislative Update - Paul Boyden, Exec. Dir., Statewide Assn. of Public Attorneys,
SLC, UT; Jim Housley, Chair, SWAP Legal Affairs Comm., SLC, UT; Richard Mauro, private
practice, SLC, UT; Michael Sikora, private practice, SLC, UT
12:15 p.m.

Lunch - Guest Speaker I

1:45 p.m.

Search & Seizure - Marian Decker, AG's Office; Joan Watt, Legal Defenders, SLC

4:00 p.m.

Mental Health Issues - Creighton Horton, AG's Office; Mark Moffat, private practice
Juvenile Justice - Pat Nolan, Cache County Attorney; Lynn Donaldson, private practice
Ethics Panel - Moderator: David Rudolph, Chapel Hil, NC; Panelists: Hon. Lynne

Abraham, DA, City of Philadelphia, PA; Hon. David Blackwell, Emery County Att., Castle
Dale, UT; Kenneth Brown, private practice, SLC, UT; Han. Lynn Davis, Fourth District
Court, Provo, UT; Peter Neufeld, private practice, NY, NY
FRIDAY, MARCH 31, 2000
8:00 a.m. Topic Pending - Han. Michael Johnson, Concord, NH

10:00 a.m. Separate Meetings

Utah Prosecution Council - Han. Ronald Boyce, U.S. Magistrate Judge
UACDL - Hugo Rodriguez, Miami, FL; Charles /lsley WVC Police Clan. Labs; Bruce Lyons,
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

ABA - Commitee Meetings
4:00 p.m. Expert Witness - Jerry Goldstein, San Antonio, TX

SEMINAR REGISTRATION

Name:

Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Amount Enclosed: Bar Number: TeL. Number:
Public Defender or attorney in practice less than five years, UACDL Members: $170 CLE 20 hrs. including 2 ETHICS
Private Practice Attorneys, UACDL Members: $200
Registration for the Prosecution Council, Contact Marilyn, at (801) 366-0202
Registration for ABA members, Contact Sherril Klein, at (202) 662-1512

Questions: Call Amy Carlson, Exec. Dir., (801) 364-6474
*UACDL, P.O. Box 510846, SLC, (f 84151
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Classified Ads RATES & DEADLINES
Bar Member Rates: 1-50 words - $35.00/51-100 words - $45.00. Confdential box is $10.00 extra. Cancellations must be in writing. For information
regarding classified advertising, please cal (801)297-7022.

CORPORATESECURITIES - One of Utah's largest commercial law firms is seeking an attorney with at least six years of

experience in corporate finance, securities registration and
regulation, mergers and acquisitions and general business

Classifed Advertising Policy: It shall be the policy of the Utah State Bar that
no advertisement should indicate any preference, limitation, specification, or
discrimination based on color, handicap, religion, sex, national origin, or age.
The publisher may, at its discretion, reject ads deemed inappropriate for pub-

transactions to join an active and expanding corporate and

lication, and reserves the right to request an ad be revised prior to

academic and transactional experience required. Competitive

publication. For display advertising rates and information, please call
(801)538-0526.
Utah BarJoumal and the Utah State Bar do not assume any responsibility for an
ad, including errors or omissions, beyond the cost of the ad itself. Claims for

error adjustment must be made within a reasonable time afer the ad is published.
CAVEAT - The deadline for classified advertisements is the first day of each

securities practice. Must be able to assume signicant responsibilty for transactions and client relationships. Superior
pay and excellent benefits. Send resume to: Recruitment Director, P.O. Box 11019, SaltLake City, Utah 84147.

ERISA ATfORNEYS - Smith & Downey, a national law firm,

with a practice limited to human resources law, seeks an experienced ERlSA attorney to open and manage or co-manage its

month prior to the month of publication. (Example: May 1 deadline for June

publication). If advertisements are received later than the first, they wil be
published in the next available issue. In addition, payment must be received

Salt Lake City office. See "ProfessionalJob Opportunities" at

ww.smithdowney.com.

with the advertisement.

FOR SALE

Copier for sale - Minolta Model #5320, 35 CPM, 20 bin sort,

staple, duplex and much more. Excellent condition, has

received regular maintenance under service contract. 30 day

Salt Lake Legal Defender Association is currently updating its

trial and appellate attorney roster. If you are interested in submitting an application, please contact F. John Hil, Director, for

an appointment at (80l) 532-5444.

warranty, service contract available, wil deliver. $2,950. Call

During the month of March, the District Attorney's Office for

Carol at 521-6661.

Salt Lake County wil be formally requesting applications for one

open position in the Litigation Division of the Offce. This posiCJS and USCA, both sets complete and up to date. Make offer.

Complete updated sets BNA Business Monographs, 32 Volumes,

and BNA Environment Reporter, 14 volumes. Make offer. 801-

975-4720. Al sets must go.
POSITIONS AVAILALE

tion requires experience in civil rights, trial and appellate work

and specifically requires a minimum of 5 years civil rights expe-

rience in State and Federal court. Applicants must be licensed
in Utah and the Federal courts including the 10th Circuit Fed-

eral Court. Salary ranges from $51,000 to $65,000 based upon

Internet Opportunity - Internet based legal document prepa-

experience. Interested applicants should contact the Salt Lake

ration site with plans on expanding and developing state specific

County Personnel Department (Q 468-2351 for more informá-

documents. Attorneys in various areas of specialzation desired to

tion, or contact the District Attorney's Offce (Q 468-3300.

review and incorporate local statutes. Benefits include internet

During the month of March, the District Attorney's Offce for

presence with your personalzed banner ad for your state and

Salt Lake County wil be formally requesting applications for

increased referrals. For more information please see our site at

entry level attorney positions in the civil and criminal areas.

http://Legaldocs.com and look under Attorney Information.

Beginning salary $40,000 plus benefits. Interested applicants

Salt Lake City law firm seeks associate for its general litigation

should contact the Salt Lake County Personnel Department (Q

practice. Applicants should have 2-4 years litigation experience

468-2351 for more information, or contact the District

and a strong academic background with demonstrated research

ney's Offce (Q 468-3300.

and writing abilities. Send confdential resume to David

ESTATE PLANING ATfORNEY - Prestigious Salt Lake City

McGrath at Parry Anderson & Mansfield, 60 E. South Temple,

law firm is seeking an experienced Estate Planning attorney.

Suite 1270, SaltLake City, UT 84111.

Send resume to Christine Critchley, Confidential Box #78, 645
South 200 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84111.

V~lum~ 1 J N~. J

Attor-

.
Four partner AV firm in Pocatello, Idaho seeks associate with 0-

JUDGE BUlLDING - 300 S. and Main: Half your rent paid with

5 years experience for personal injury and insurance defense
litigation/misdemeanor criminal prosecution. Salary and part-

sublease! Your rent: $21O/mo. See Suite 212 M-F between 9:00

nership potential commensurate with experience and abilty.

or 364-6474.

Send resume to Thomas J. Holmes, P.O. Box 967, Pocatello, ID
83204, Phone: (208) 232-5911. Fax: (208) 232-5962.

am and 12:00 pm. Call

Janet for more information at 961-8321

NEA DOWNTOWN. Upstairs suite in small offce building with
off-street parking. Four professional offces plus conference

Salt Lake Firm seeking full time Attorney with two to five years

room and large reception area. New paint and carpet. Walking

experience in Estate and Business Planning. Job description:

distance to courthouse. 328-4981.

Organize, supervise and review Business and Estate planning

SERVICES

documents. Send a resume to Utah State Bar Box No. 45, 645
South 200 East Suite 310, SaltLake City, UT 84111.

CONTRCT RESEARCH AND BRIEFS-I have 36 years of

general practice experience in Utah and am seeking contract
OFFICE SPACE/SHAING

work in the area of research and writing briefs at trial and

Tired of paying rent? Tired of rent increases? Build your own
equity! Rent to own or own now. Seller financing available. Ideal

Jay A. Meserv, 210 Pebblewood Lane,
Centervile, UT 84014. Telephone and FAX (801) 298-2069. e-

for 8 to 12 attorneys. 5,500 square feet. 5th Floor, 68 South

mail: jameserv(iburboyne.com..

Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111. TRA access to State

and Federal Courts. Phone 801-521-3800.

appellate levels. Contact

WAS YOUR CLIENT INJURED OR ARSTED IN LAS
VEGAS? Craig P. Kenny & Associates. A Law Firm Committed to

OFFICE SPACElST VALLEY LOCATION-Established attor-

the Client, practices primarily in the areas of Personal Injury,

neys seek attorney to share space. Features include two

Workers Compensation, Medical Malpractice and Criminal

conference rooms, reception area, parking, fax machine,

Defense. The firm consists of 5 attorneys with over 30 years

copier, kitchen, library, utilities included, secretarial space and

combined experience, as well as a GRET support staff. Call

telephone hookups available, swimming pool on premises-

Craig toll free 1 -888-275-3369 or e-mail CPKnssoc(iaol.com.

$500/month. Please call 801-967-5500.

NEED HELP IN CALIFORNIA? CNUT Attorney-experienced

OFFICE SPACE/SHAING - Convenient close to downtown

civil

offce space for one attorney. Free parking, use of common

in Calfornia. Call George 1. Wright at (801) 322-3000.

reception area, conference room, share secretary, fax, and

offce equipment. Rent $525.00 per month plus share of secretary. Available now, call Steve (80l) 322-1555.

litigator available for referrals, association, or appearances

LUMP SUMS CASH PAID For Remaining Payments on Seller-

Financed Real Estate Notes & Contracts, Business Notes,
Structured Settlements, Annuities, Inheritances In Probate,

Near Union Park. 1\o offces available in Willamsburg Offce

Lottery Winnings. Since 1992. www.cascadefunding.com.

Park with five other attorneys who have a diverse practice.

CASCADE FUNDING, INC. 1 (800) 476-9644.

Reception area, copier, fax, conference room. Receptionist
available. $300-$500 a month. Contact

James Faust-892-0114.

OFFICE SHANG. Space available in fully equipped professional

SEXUAL ABUSE-CHILD ABUSEIEFENSE: Case analysis Identify investigative questioning and procedural errors in

recorded out-of-court testimony - Evaluate courts' admission of

environment for up to 3 lawyers with active, compatible prac-

statement evidence and testimony - Determine origin of allega-

tices requiring full-time secretarial staf. Small offce building

tion and alternative sources - Appeal issues. Bruce Gifen,

near downtown and in walking distance from courthouse with

M.Sc. Evidence Specialist. American Psychology-Law Society.

offstreet parking. 328-4981.

(80l)485-4011 phone or fax.

DOWNTOWN OFFICE SPACE - One or two offces available with

FIDUCIARY LITIGATION: WILL & TRUST CONTESTS: Con-

well established

attorneys in charming older. home. Great loca-

sultant and expert witness, Charles M. Bennett, 77 W. 200

tion, close to court. Overflow work, conference room, fax

South, Suite 400, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101; (80l) 578-3525.

machine, copier and receptionist available. For information

Fellow and Regent, the American College of Trust & Estate

please call (801) 359-7999.

Counsel; Adjunct Professor of Law, University of Utah; former

Chair, Estate Planning Section, Utah State Bar.
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UTAH STATE BAR STAFF
Tel: 531 -9077 . Fax: 531 -0660

Charles R. Brown

President

E-mail: info(ßutahbar.org

Tel: 532-3000

Executive Offces

David O. Nuffer
President-Elect

Executive Director

John C. Baldwin

Tel: 297-7028

Tel: 674-0400
Richard M. Dibblee

Lawyer Referral Services
DianéJ Clark
LRS Administrator

Tel: 531-9075

Law & Justice Center
Juliet Alder

law & justice Center Coordinator
Tel: 297-7030

John Adas

Assistant Executive Director

Consumer Assistance Coordinator

Tel: 532-1500

Tel: 297-7029

Jeaniune Timothy
Tel: 297-7056

TIieresa Cook

Maud C. Thurman

Public Member
Tel: 568-3558

Executive Secretary
Tel: 297-7031

N. George Daines
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Tel: 753-4000

General Counsel
Tel: 297-7047

Scott Daniels
Tel: 583-0801

Sharon Donovan
Tel: 521-6383
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Tel: 544-9308

Randy S. Kester
Tel: 489-3294
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Public Member
Tel: 583-4939

DebraJ. Moore
Tel: 366-0132

C. Dane Nolan
Tel: 531-4132
*Ex Offcio

(non-voting commissioner)

*Gus Chin
Minority Bar Association
Tel: 535-7767

Tel: 297-7057

Access to Justice/Pro Bono Department
Pro Bono Coordinator
Tel: 297-7049

Continuing Legal Education Department
ConlÙe Howard
ClE Coordinator

Tel: 297-7033

Samantha Myers

Tel: 531-9077 ext. 7060

Technology Services
Communications
Tel: 297-7027

Admissions Department
Darla C. Murphy
Tel: 297-7026

Nielson
Admissions Assistant
Tel: 297-7025
Amy

E-mail: oad(ßutahbar.org

Bily L. Walker

Senior Counsel
Tel: 297-7039

Carol A. Stewart

Deputy Counsel
Charles A. Gruber

Assistant Counsel
Tel: 297-7040
David A. Peña

Assistant Counsel
Tel: 297-7053
Kate A. Toomey

Assistant Counsel
Tel: 297-7041

Shelly A. Sisam

Paralegal
Tel: 297-7037

Gina Tolman

Bar Programs & Services

Paralegal

Christine Critclùey

Tel: 297-7054

*Scott M. Matheson, Jr.

Bar Programs Coordinator

Dean, Law School,

Tel: 297-7022

UlÙversity of Utah
Tel: 581 -6571

Monica N. Jergensen

Ingrid Westphal Kelson
legal SecretaiJ'

Conventions
Tel: 463-9205

Tel: 297-7044

Rosemary Reily
legal Secretary

Finance Department
1- Arnold Birrell, CPA

*Mark C. Quinn

Financial Administrator

President, Young Lawyers Division
Tel: 524-2757

Tel: 297-7020

*Carol A. Stewart

Financial Assistant

Women Lawyers Representative

Tel: 297-7021

Tel: 297-7038

Tel: 531-9110 · Fax: 531-9912

Tel: 297-7038

lincoln Mead

ABA Delegate

Tel: 363-7500

297-7035
Member Benefits
Maud C. Thurman

Toby 1- Brown

Admissions Administrator

*Paul T. Moxley

Sydnie W. Kuhre
MClE Administrator

ClE Assistant

Tel: 297-7051

State Bar Delegate to ABA

Mandatoiy CLE Board:

Offce of Professional Conduct

Web Site Coordinator

Tel: 532-1234

Web Site: www.utahbar.org

Tel: 297-7032

Tel: 378-6383

*James B. Lee

Bar Information line: 297-7055

297-7031

Diane Kennedy

Legal Assistant Division Representative
Tel: 263-2900

Other Telephone Numbers &
E-mail Addresses Not Listed Above

E-mail: mthurman(ßutahbar.org

Dean, Law School,
Brigham Young UlÙversity

*Sanda Kirkham

Kim L. Wilams (Wed. & Fri.)
Tel: 531-9077

Jessica Theurer
Section Support

Tel: 297-7050

Tel: 752-1551

Receptionist
Marie Van Roosendaal (Mon., Thes. & Thurs.)

Charles R.B. Stewart

Manager Infoimation Systems

Immediate Past President

Tel: 297-7029

Phylls Yardley

legal Secretary

*H. Reese Hansen

*James C. Jenkins

Lawyers Helping Lawyers

Joyce N. Seeley

Tel: 297-7045
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

ForYears 19_ and 19_

Utah State Board of
Continuing Legal Education
Utah Law and Justice Center
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-3834
Telephone (801) 531-9077. FAX (801) 531-0660

Name:

Utah State Bar Number:

Address:

Telephone Number:

CLE Hours

Type of Activity**

CLE Hours

Type of Activity**

CLE Hours

Type of Activity

CLE Hours

Type of Activity**

*

*

IF YOU HAVE MORE PROGRAM ENTRIES, COPY THIS FORM AND ATTACH AN EXTRA PAGE

1,1

**EXPLANATION OF TYPE OF ACTIVITY
A. AudiolVideo Tapes. No more than one-half of the credit hour requirement may be obtained
through self-study with audio and video tapes. See Regulation 4(d)- 101(a).

B. Writing and Publishing an Article. Three credit hours are allowed for each 3,000 words in a
Board approved article published in a legal periodicaL. An application for accreditation of the article must
be submitted at least sixty days prior to reporting the activity for credit. No more than twelve hours of
credit may be obtained through writing and publishing an article or articles. See Regulation 4( d)- 10 1 (b).

C. Lecturing. Lecturers in an accredited continuing l.egal education program and part-time teachers who are practitioners in an ABA approved law school may receive three hours of credit for each hour
spent in lecturing or teaching. No more than twelve hours of credit may be obtained through lecturing
and part-time teaching. No lecturing or teaching credit is available for participation in a panel discussion.
See Regulation 4(d)-101(c).

D. CLE Program. There is no restriction on the percentage of the credit hour requirement which
may be obtained through attendance at an accredited legal education program. However, a minimum of
one-third of the credit hour requirement must be obtained through attendance at live continuing legal
education programs.
THE ABOVE is ONLY A SUMMARY. FOR A FULL EXPLANATION SEE REGULATION 4(d)- 101
OF THE RULES GOVERNING MANDATORY CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION FOR THE
STATE OF UTAH.

Regulation 5-102 - In accordance with Rule 8, each attorney shall pay a fiing fee of $5.00 at the time
of filing the statement of compliance. Any attorney who fails to complete the CLE requirement by the
December 31 deadline shall be assessed a $50.00 late fee.

I hereby certify that the information contained herein is complete and accurate. I
further certify that I am familiar with the Rules and Regulations governing Mandatory
Continuing Legal Education for the State of Utah including Regulations 5-103(1).
DATE:

SIGNATURE:

Regulation 5-103(1) - Each attorney shall keep and maintain proof to substantiate the claims made on
any statement of compliance fied with the board. The proof may contain, but is not limited to, certificates
of completion or attendance from sponsors, certificates from course leaders or materials claimed to provide
credit. This proof shall be retained by the attorney for a period of four years from the end of the period
of which the statement of compliance is filed, and shall be submitted to the board upon written request.
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The Best Solution for All Law Finn

II

your firm, you want the professional
liability insurance that meets your needs, at the best price.

Whatever the size of

Let us make your job easier: choose the experience, quality

and financial strength of Westport. Our innovative
coverage options and responsive, proven claim handling
are combined with competitive pricing:

. Your best choice: More bar associations endorse us

than any other insurance company.

. Financial strength: A.M. Best A++ (XV) and Standard
& Poor's AA - the highest ratings.
. Increase your purchasing power: Our Business Services

program provides insured law firms with the same high-

. Coverage options to fit your need: Customized Practice

quality goods and services we use, at price levels normally
available to only the largest corporate customers - office

CoverageSM offers Professional Liability Insurance plus

furniture, equipment, computers and supplies, business

options for Employee Dishonesty, Employment Practices,
Nonprofit Director & Offcer and Public Offcials' Liability
coverage at low, risk-related pricing.

records management, storage and retrieval, and more.

. Stabilty: For 25 years, firms have relied on our staff.

Endorsed by the Utah State Bar

. Experience to lean on: Over 25,000 small, mid-size and

large firms trust us to insure and defend them, because
we have the industry's best claim management.
Uta

.
Westport Insurance Corporation

WWw.WestportLawyer.com

State

Ba

Program Administrator:

Westport

CON T

INSURANC

N_ TAL

L.L.C.

1-801-466-0805
II

Utah State Bar
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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It's All About Choices

Every small

law firm has its own set of unique resea rch. needs.
law firms has so many choices. The choice to work at

That's why LEXISCI-NEXISCI MVP for small

home, at the offce, or on the road (we're conveniently accessible on the Web at lexis.com).
Your choice of custom packages- at your choice of prices (all at fixed monthly rates). Plus, you
have a huge choice of value-added products and services (SHEPARD'SCI, Matthew BenderCI,

Martindale-HubbellCI and more). Sweet.

Choices you can afford.
1.800.356.6548 mention offer 1270
A MEMBER SERVICE OF

www.lexis.com
.1 .~.

LEXIS and NEXIS are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used under license: '
The INFORMATION ARRAY logo is a trademark of Reed Elsevier Properlies Inc" used under license,
I1 1999 LEXIS-NEXIS, a division ot Reed Elsevier Inc, All rights reserved,

."
LEXIS~. NEXIS~
MVP for Small Law Firms

